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Abstract
I will look at what impact big data have had on the managerial strategic decisions in the
food and beverage industry. This in order to understand the complexity and theory of
organizational strategic management, an effort to define the contemporary strategic theory
into a holistic conceptual model is done through a literature review on organizational
strategy. This literature explicitly proposes four distinctly different types of strategies that
management need to consider in the organizational context. Namely, long-term strategy,
internal business strategy, external corporate strategy, and competitive strategy.
The study analyzed the food and beverage industry over a decade (2005-2014), where the
three of the largest actors in the industry were selected, Nestlé S.A, PepsiCo Inc, and
Unilever. The choice of method was content analysis, where three structured categorization
matrixes were developed which each analyzed parts of the annual reports.
The study propose the role of big data as a strategic tool for managerial decision from a
theoretical standpoint. The content analysis show that hypothesis 1, could be confirmed,
big data have an impact on all the proposed four managerial strategic decisions. Second
hypothesis could not be confirmed, since decentralization does only occur for one of the
organizations, but increased external environment turbulence could be concluded for the
industry in general. The third hypothesis could be confirmed, which show that there is an
increase in individualization due to increased customer involvement and demand.
The analysis discovered three distinct time periods during the last decade, namely preeconomic instability period (2005-2007), economic instability period (2008-2011) and
finally the post-paradigm period (2012-2014). Where the year 2011 was the most turbulent
in terms of economy and technology for the industry. The study clearly show that
customers are now involved in the production process, customers are co-creators of the
products. There is now a two-way communication and increased social responsibility
awareness. This study shows that the old traditional approach of looking at markets in
order to position yourself to stay competitive are obsolete as this study predicted.
customers demand to be a part of the organizational culture. This conclude that big data is
an important tool for all strategic managerial decisions.
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Introduction

In the introduction chapter, the historic perspective of internal and external organizational environments in a
strategic context is presented. Following is a presentation of where organizational strategy is heading and what
elements of strategy in organizational settings are considered to be of importance in the research society today. This
is followed by a short historic introduction of personal internet usage and organization’s strategic opportunities
associated with consumer internet usage. Following, a definition of big data is presented. Finally an introduction to
the food processing and beverage industry is presented. Following the introduction, the problem discussion arise
where the knowledge gap is defined. This is where the relevance of this study is presented. The problem discussion
ends up into the two research questions and three hypothesis that this paper intends to answer.
___________________________________________________________________________

1.1+

A Historic Perspective on Organizations Strategic Thinking.

______________________________________________________________________
In 1911, the industry engineer Frederick Winslow Taylor published the book “Principles of
Scientific Management”. This book's main contribution was the production efficiency
methodology that we today refer to as Taylorism. Later it became a cornerstone in Henry Ford’s
famous line production process, which we today refer to as Fordism. Both these production
efficiency methodologies have been concerned with increasing efficiency to lower cost and
increase production effectiveness. This, in order to reach the mass markets through effective
mass production.
Already in the fifties Edith Penrose presented the idea of internal resources as a competitive
advantage. The idea was first to be presented in her book from 1959 ‘The Theory of the Growth
of the Firm’. The ideas presented in that book are today considered important strategic tools and
the foundation for what today is called the RBV (resource-based view). RBV however, mainly
focus on physical resources (Kor & Mahoney, 2004). In the nineties, the focus view shifted from
physical resources to include resources of a tacit nature. These tacit resources then enable a
sustainable competitive advantage. Today this is referred to as KBV (knowledge-based view)
according to Barney (1991).
In the seventies and eighties, the Japanese car and technology manufacturing industry started to
increase the quality and lowering cost through operational effectiveness. This including the
important aspect of quality into the equation. At that point, it was hard for the western industries
to understand why Japanese products yield a higher quality and lower cost than their western
counterpart (Porter & Sakakibara, 2004). The focus of the Japanese industry was to increase their
internal production efficiency with constantly work towards improvement of internal production.
Today it is given that organizations have a high operational effectiveness OE (operational
effectiveness). This has led to tools such as BSC (Business Scorecards) (Kaplan & Norton, 2007)
were developed. However, as concluded by Porter (1996) OE in itself is not a sustainable longterm strategy
In parallel with the OE theories, concepts surrounding competitive advantage arose. The
theoretical focus was to position the company with regard to the five external forces of the
market (Porter, 1985 p. 35). The five external forces included buyers, suppliers, substitute
products, new entrants and the current rivalry among the existing competitors. The focus was to
select a market that is profitable and attractive to compete in. This with regard, to the forces of
the industry. This concluded that external environments are important to include in the strategic

decision for a successful business strategy (Porter, 1996; 2008; Kim & Mauborgne, 2004;
Johnson, 1988; Faulkner & Bowman, 1992).
However, today, handling the combination of the internal strengths and weaknesses and external
opportunities and threats is what creates a sustains competitive advantage (Kaleka & Berthon,
2006). Further, Kaleka and Berthon (2006) state that it is an area in which scholars have had a
hard time to develop applicable models for the real industries. Concluding, that information both
internally and externally is important for the development of a sustainable competitive advantage
(Constantiou & Kallinikos, 2015, Kaleka & Berthon, 2006).

1.2+

An Introduction to the concept of Big Data

The intrusion of commercially available Internet access in the late nineties was a starting point for
organizations to reach global markets. This meant that trade barriers were removed hence,
customer has experienced non-domestic purchase possibilities. Already in 1996, more than 50
million people had internet access and the optimistic analysis said it would double each year
according to Scarcella and MacPherson (1996). More than 159 million individuals used internet
world wide by 1998 (Shapiro, 1999). By 2014 more than 48% of all individuals worldwide were
using internet and more then 45,2% had internet access from their home (itu.int). Worldbank.org
data set show a strictly increasing percentile aggregated internet usage per capita from 1998 to
2013 (databank.worldbank.org). With this stated a future trend of decreased internet usage is
quite unrealistic, and the trend seems to point in the other direction. This means that a consistent
increase amount of people can comfortably have access to global information from their homes
and have their own digital footprint on the World Wide Web.
As the capacity and availability of information grew during the mid 00’s possibilities to collect
data in order to target customer segments seem to be an attractive method for organizations to
reach their target customers. Today we see targeted Internet advertising on global sites such as
Facebook, where they state that they reach 89% of the companies intended audience
(facebook.com). They also state that their client’s adverts are targeted through analysis of
Facebook user’s location, demographic, interests, connections, customs and lookalike advertising
behaviors (facebook.com). Twitter is another social media, which provides target-advertising
solutions based on user behavior (biz.twitter.com). Search-engines such as Google are collecting
data and gaining information on user’s internet behaviors, which is a widely known and criticized
fact according to Hayes and Bodhani (2011). Customer behavior on the internet is therefore a
basis for the understanding of costumer expectations and needs, providing new opportunities for
organizations to meet the latent consumer demands.
According to both professionals and academics, big data have raised in importance. Schmarzo
(2013) state that big data has to be used by organizations in order to stay attractive on the market,
and the organizations strategy need to be developed from the information collected. According
to Schmarzo (2013), consumer demands need to be understood and consumer demands are
becoming more important in order to have a long-term competitive advantage.
Porter (2008, p.74) state the importance of information as being crucial to stay competitive on
the market and is something that is going to be of more importance as the technology
development continuous. However, Porter (2008, p.78) sees information as a necessity to
improve productivity through combination of the physical component and information
processing component in order to gain value in the activity, lowering costs and/or differentiate
on the current market. Porter (2008, p. 82) identifies the problem of non-manageable data

amount for the managers; this is where big data tools play a major role. It enables managers to
take decisions based upon the data gathered and making sense of it to make it valuable (Cox &
Ellsworth, 1997; O’Leary, 2013; Zikopoulos et al., 2012 p. 8; George et al., 2014; McAfee &
Brynjolfsson, 2012).
1.2.1+

Summarized Definition of Big Data

Big data is concerned with the volume of data, variety of data, velocity of data and veracity of
data the so-called 4V framework (Goes, 2014; Ming et al., 2014). One of the main features of
data is the ability to generate and analyze consumers and their product use in real time
(Schmarzo, 2013). In order words understanding consumer behavior and consumer demand.
Further, it opens up new abilities to understand the external environment (customers,
competitors, suppliers, new entrants and substitutes), on a more detailed level. Following Porter’s
(1985) competitive framework, it can be considered to be basis for a successful competitive
strategy.

1.3+

Introduction to the Food and Beverage Processing Industry

Processed food and bottled beverages are products that the common person purchases and
consume. The industry is characterized by high-level impulse purchases and price quality ratio are
important factors when it comes to commodity products in general (Faulkner & Bowman, 1992).
It is one of the largest industrial sectors with three companies in the top 100 most valuable
organizations in the world (forbes.com, 2015-08-15). Namely Nestlé, Coca Cola Co, and PepsiCo
with a total market value in 2014 of almost 540 billion US dollars and annual sales in the same
year of more than 200 billion US dollars.
The food processing and beverage industry consists out of two industries that seem to be linked.
Most of the largest companies are both producers of processed food and beverage products.
Foodinsight.org (2015-04-21) defines processed food as “any deliberate change in a food that
occurs before it’s available for us to eat”. In addition, the beverage industry is concerned with
bottling drinkable products such as bottled water or more processed products such as juice and
soft drinks. This means that most of the food we consume is in fact processed. Moreover, as
soon as we purchase a bottled product we are dealing with the beverage producers.
As the consumer base is everyone who consumes bottled water or processed food, the social
media enables brand communities to be created. Just on Facebook the Pepsi-fan page have more
then 33 million followers (facebook.com, 2015-08-15), Nestlé had more then 7.6 million
(facebook.com, 2015-08-15) and Unilever more then 3 million (facebook.com, 2015-08-15).
Health issues concerning processed food are gaining more and more attention, popular
documentaries such as Super Size me from 2004, and more recently Fat, Sick & Nearly Dead
(2010) are raising questions regarding health issues to the public. As it concerns a vast majority of
the population, people tend to be involved and express their opinions to friends and family.
Henceforth, generate a lot of buzz on the Internet.
Further, a lot of critic is raised against the industry regarding its CSR (corporate social
responsibility) efforts (oxfarm.org, 2013) stating it does not meet the public policies. Forming a
social network buzz forcing companies to take actions. This in order to stay competitive on the
market. It is evident that actors raising their CSR efforts to generate a positive picture of

themselves to the external environment according to KPMG’s 2013 survey of corporate social
responsibility report.

1.4+

Delimitation

Companies not selected are producers of alcoholic beverages as their main production, this
excludes Anheuser-Bush which would be larger then the selected companies. Coca-Cola is also
excluded due to their standardized annual report with no strategic information. However,
forbes.com (2015-08-15) place Coca-Cola higher in value then PepsiCo and Unilever. Further,
the analyze concerns three of the biggest companies and excludes all companies that are smaller
then Unilever. The study only considers the food and beverage industry where processed food is
the final outcome and therefor is in a B2C market. Producers of raw food and material are
therefor excluded.
Regarding the theoretical framework strategy execution is not regarded, even if the main
contribution of several articles regard strategy execution, their perception of what is important
regarding the strategic planning process and management decision-making in a strategic context
is what is taken into consideration. Further, the food and beverage industry is characterized by
consumers rather then customers, if it is referred to customers it is to the retailers. Consumers on
the other-hand are the final users of the product which the companies in the food and beverage
industry are mainly targeting. The study looks mainly on the end-customers hence, the
consumers.

1.5+

Problem discussion

As Faulkner and Bowman (1992) conclude, companies who focus either on lowest cost, or on
highest perceived value find their niche as an unsuccessful strategy. Rather, the focus needs to be
on delivering value throughout the whole production process with the internal resources and
regard to the external environment. Porter (1996, 2008, p. 37) on the other hand state OE is not
in itself a long-term strategic advantage, companies need to be effective in order to just stay on
the market. Hence, concluding that the focus needs to be on the external environment. It is
rather through differentiation the organization creates a long-term competitive advantage
according to Porter (1996).
As suggested, big data should be used as a basis for successful strategic managerial decisions (Cox
& Ellsworth, 1997; O’Leary 2013, Zikopoulos et al 2012 p. 8; George et al 2014). It is used for
analyzing the external environment such as consumer perception and current market trends. If it
were as simple as analyzing the external environment and taking strategic decisions based on the
information collected, differentiation would be obsolete. This since information produced in the
same industry would yield same consumer behavior patterns. Only the organization that provides
the highest value for the lowest price would make superior market performance over time, which
seems to be most unlikely.
Nevertheless, viewing big data as an internal resource rather than a tool for information
collection the focus is on who analysis the data most accurately and extracts most value from the
data. The company that internally generates the most valuable and accurate data have the best
knowledge about the industry and the customer values and perceptions. This makes big data an
internal resource. It is therefore the bridge between external environment and internal
environment. Hence, should influence all types of strategic decisions that deal with the internal

and external environment. In order to see how big data have influenced the managerial strategic
decision-making two main problems arises.
The first problem is that strategic theory seem to lack a coherent standard. It seems to be rather
freely defined and several school seem to have emerged over time. Therefore, this paper aims to
develop a holistic model of how strategic decisions are defined, and the role big data has in the
strategic context. This is done through a literature review, which includes big data as an enabler
for sustainable competitive advantage. As the theory will show, it includes a combination of
external and internal resources.
Further, the food processing and beverage industry concerns a vast majority of people. This since
they are consumers of processed food and beverages. Looking briefly through the social media
channels it is evident that people tend to get engaged. Both suggestions on changing the caps to
be easier to find in the fridge and sarcastic comments are common practice. I personally know
people who have tattoos of beverage companies on their forearms, claiming to be brand fans.
Another important aspect is that people are concerned with the environmental factors and the
industry seem to be in a position not meeting neither the public policies nor the consumer
expectations when it comes to CSR (oxfarm.org, 2013). Hence, people are raising their voices.
This leads to this paper’s second problem. This paper further aims to find out how the external
forces are forming the company’s strategic decisions after the introduction of big data. The
possibility with using big data to analyze data enables companies to produce products that more
precisely meet the consumer demands and what they perceive as high value. But it also enables
the companies to analyze how competitors are behaving. I intend to explore how big data have
changed the organizations way of dealing with consumers and how they strategically act in this
increasingly turbulent environment, this after the start of using big data as a tool for strategic
decision-making.

1.6+

Research Question

1.$ What role does big data have as a strategic tool for managerial strategic decisions from a
theoretical standpoint?
2.$ Following this theoretical framework, what impact does big data have on the different
types of strategies in the food processing and beverage industry?
H1. Big data have an impact on all four types of managerial strategic decisions.
H2. Decentralization is occurring due to increasingly unstable external environments. (affects
the corporate strategy)
H3. Increased focus on individualization due to increased customer involvement and
demand. (affects the business strategy)

2+

Definitions

Big data: A word used for describing data that have four characteristics and can not be managed
with traditional tools. Volume of data, variety of data, velocity of data and veracity more precisely
the quality of data.
Internal environment: The internal environment consists out of the internal resources that the
organization possess. These can either be physical such as machines, or tacit such as knowledge.
External environment: The external environment is the environment outside the organization’s
walls. It consists out of all the stakeholders the organization have. But also of the forces of the
market, namely, buyers, suppliers, competitors, new entrants and substitute products. Further this
paper propose that the external environment also is affected by technological turbulence, and
consumer and customer trends.
Long-term strategy: The long-term strategy is a strategy set in one point in time. This strategy
should not shift due to changing environments. The long-term strategy should be realistic and
reached in more then ten years. It is the reason why the company exists.
Internal business strategy: The business strategy in summary is concerned with how efficiently
information internally flows. It is concerned with everybody internally being on the same page
and know what is demanded by them, however as concluded this view is not enough for being
competitive on the market.
External corporate strategy: The external corporate strategy is the strategy of how to reach the
long-term strategic goals depending on the external environmental stability. Hence, it is the
external environment that defines how formally structured the internal environment should be.
Competitive strategy: Competitive strategy has a main focus on external environments, and the
ability to maximize value for the customers. It is not just for differentiation it is the combination
of delivering products at minimized cost and unique set of features that is coherent with the market
needs to perform above market average in order to be profitable.
Operational efficiency: Is concerned with the efficiency of input transformation to output, a
traditional way of describing internal efficiency.
Resource based view: Also known as RBV, is concerned with the combination of internal
resources and how they are used in a unique way in order to yield a competitive advantage.
Knowledge based view: Also known as KBV, is similar to RBV in terms of internal resources,
but differs in that it also considers the use of tacit resources as resources that can yields a
competitive advantage.

3+

Theoretical Framework

______________________________________________________________________
In summary, the theoretical framework will first discuss the concept of big data. As it is a rather novel concept, a
current definition is required. Secondly, an approach of what big data means in an organizational strategic
management context will be presented. Following the big data theoretical framework, a literature review of strategy
in organizational context will be conducted. First, this paper will define what strategy is. Secondly, it aims to define
what external organizational environment is and what internal organizational environment is. This ends up in the
current academic perception of the environments, namely the combination of the external and the internal
environmental view.
Following this perspective, a literature review on strategy with regard to the organizational environments is
conducted. This in order to generate a holistic organizational strategy model in order to explore where big data have
had an impact in changing the strategic focus in the food processing and beverage industry.
______________________________________________________________________

3.1+

Big Data

This chapter aims to first, provide the most recent definition of big data following a summarizing picture. Secondly,
big data will be discussed as a strategic tool for organizations, what the benefits are of using big data. Moreover,
how it should be used to generate valuable, usable, and current data that can be a basis for managerial decisions.
The focus in to show what big data contribute with.
______________________________________________________________________
3.1.1+

Big Data, the Definition

Big data is a relatively new concept that seem to lack a coherent standard (Goes, 2014). O’Leary
(2013) state that Cox and Ellsworth (1997) where among the first to use the big data as an
academic concept, this was the definition for data volumes large enough to generate visualization
of scientific data. Focus was mainly on the amount of participants and the amount of relevant
data it could generate (Cox & Ellsworth, 1997). There are several academic definitions that has
been discussed, and the academic society seem to be split, previously the definition of big data
was solely the amount of data stored. For instance, to big for one hard drive (Fisher et al., 1995).
However, today it considered to be much more complex, meaningful, and useful.
IBM Director of technical Professionals Zikopoulos and his colleagues at IBM Eaton, Deutsch,
Deroos and Lapis (2012 p. 3) defines big data as a large amount of information that seem not be
possible to processes and analyzed with the traditional tools and processes. Further, they explain
that focus is on the large amount of data generated and the tools and processes required to make
it meaningful. George, Haas and Pentland (2014) state, that big data information needs to be
”smart” henceforth, moving away from the amount of participants, to more of how much
relevant fine-grained information it can produce with regards to a participant. Hence, considering
the aspect of quality rather than quantity. This means that the ‘big’ should not be the key
parameter when it comes to the usefulness of big data, according to George, Haas and Pentland
(2014). O’Leary (2013) includes the aspect of speed and response time in data generation as
crucial factors for relevance of big data, and using it to improve productivity in an organizational
context.

George, Haas and Pentland (2014) state that big data needs to come from a plurality of sources.
This can mean Internet clicks, user generated content, social media, mobile transactions, sales
transaction or through sensor networks that are meaningful. Further Constantiou and Kallinikos
(2015) state that it can be in sound or visual form. It is therefore, important that big data
information generated is meaningful in order for it to make sense. Hence, be useful for
management decision-making (Cox & Ellsworth 1997, O’Leary 2013, Zikopoulos et al 2012 p. 8;
George et al 2014, McAfee & Brynjolfsson 2012).
Through the literature the most common way to define big data is through its characteristics.
Zikopoulos, Eaton, Deutsch, Deroos and Lapis (2012, p. 5) discuss the characteristics of big data,
and presents the IBM view of big data, they identify the three main characteristics as volume,
variety and velocity (V3). This view has its roots in a Laney’s (2001) framework, which attempts
to harmonize and standardize the vocabulary, outcome, and the areas that requires management
in order to meet the increased data capacity demand, and greater return on information assets in
order to decrease error rate. The V3 framework is further used as an academic definition of big
data by O’Leary (2013) and McAfee and Brynjolfsson (2012).
Due to the fast development and the novelty of big data, current changes in the academic society
is occurring, Zikopoulos and his colleagues (2012, p. 30) state that by the time you finish reading
the book, the information might be outdated. The latest characteristic to the V3 framework is
Veracity (Goes, 2014; Ming et al., 2014; Schroeck et al., 2012). Hence defining big data as:
Volume - Needs to be managed since it is constantly increasing (Zikopoulos et al., 2012, p. 5;
Laney, 2001; Ming et al., 2014; McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012). Ming, Luo, Gao, Han, Yang,
Wang, and Zhan (2014) defines volume as the most obvious characteristic when discussing big
data, we are constantly moving towards new terminology, going from Petabytes to Zettabytes.
(Laney, 2001) state that increasing data per person leads to decrease in relative value of each data
point in a proportional fashion, henceforth needs to be managed carefully in order to be useful
(Laney, 2001; Zikopoulos et al., 2012, p. 5).
Variety - The increased usage of different types of data and sources generates a large
unstructured or semi structured mass (Laney, 2001; Ming et al., 2014). Variety refers to this mass
which today differs a lot compared to the traditional structured data (Ming et al., 2014; Schroeck
et al., 2012). For instance Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn, and in formats it can be
anything from photos to movie reviews and tweets according to Ming and his colleagues (2014)
and Constantiou and Kallinikos (2015). George, Haas and Pentland (2014) state that there is a
need for data to be captured from different sources, otherwise it is impossible to capture the
most meaningful information.
Velocity - As discussed by Zikopoulos, Eaton, Deutsch, Deroos and Lapis (2012, p. 8) the speed
is crucial in the constant technical development. O’Leary (2013) discuss the need for fast data
gathering and analysis to be productive. Ming Luo, Gao, Han, Yang, Wang, and Zhan (2014)
raise the important question of investment and challenge of processing speed in order to meet
the future requirements due to the ever-increasing volumes of data.
Veracity - Is the latest add-on to the V3 framework, veracity is referring to the credibility and
quality of the data gathered (Ming et al., 2014, Schroeck et al., 2012). Veracity is concerned with
how to generate realistic synthetic data that discards noises surrounding it (Ming et al., 2014).
Due to the volume the irrelevant data is also increasing, what raw data is useful and how will it be
captured is an open question according to Ming et al (2014). Hence, Cox and Ellsworth (1997),
O’Leary (2013), Zikopoulos, Eaton, Deutsch, Deroos and Lapis (2012, p. 8) and George Haas

and Pentland (2014) conclude that big data can be useful for managerial decisions therefore needs
to be accurate and meaningful.

Picture summarizing the 4V’s of big data, volume, variety, velocity and veracity.
3.1.2+

Big Data as a strategic Tool

Constantiou and Kallinikos (2015) argue that information is the basis for developing a strategy.
As Cox and Ellsworth (1997), O’Leary (2013), Zikopoulos, Eaton, Deutsch, Deroos and Lapis
(2012 p. 123), George, Haas and Pentland (2014) and McAfee & Brynjolfsson (2012) suggests,
big data should be used for better, more accurate and faster managerial decisions. This makes big
data an important strategic managerial tool for understanding external environments. O’Leary
(2013), McAfee, Brynjolfsson (2012) and Constantiou and Kallinikos (2015) state that is should
be the basis for managerial decision and facilitate innovation.
A study conducted by McAfee and Brynjolfsson (2012) conclude that the more data-driven a
company characterized itself to be, the better it performs with regards to financial and
operational results. It enables companies to analyze environment trends and disruptions enabling
them to stay competitive on the market. Henceforth, conclude that decisions based on evidence
are better and have a lower risk than decisions based on intuition (McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012).

Big data is mainly associated with analyzing the external trends. Obviously, external Information
collection is crucial for understanding the surrounding environment of an organization in which
it acts in (Porter, 1996). Therefor, concluding that information is an important tool to generate
competitive advantage in a fast changing environment (Kaleka & Berthon, 2006, Porter, 1996).
Constantiou and Kallinikos (2015) state that big data have claimed to affect the way organizations
view, analyze, assess and address environmental trends. According to Constantiou and Kallinikos
(2015) tools have been developed in order to cope with the increasing processing capacity of
information technology to develop suitable strategies. Evidently the environment is changing in a
fast pace. This means that data needs to be used as soon as it is collected, this in order to
maximize usefulness and relevance for what it is intended for (McAfee and Brynjolfsson, 2012).
As Zikopoulos, Eaton, Deutsch, Deroos and Lapis (2012 p. 24) state, big data is valuable in order
to understand what customer’s perception is about the organization's offerings. Hence, giving the
organization a competitive advantage. As Porter (1996) state tradeoffs between different internal
activities is what makes a competitive strategy successful. In the long run it is impossible for a
company to focus on everything. Information on external environments can be a tool for
choosing the right activities (McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012; Constantiou & Kallinikos, 2015).
Helping the organization to choose the activities customer’s preference. From an external point
of view, big data can also be a tool for finding out what customers’ preferences are regarding the
competition’s products and offerings (Zikopoulos et al 2012 p. 24).
Looking from an internal perspective on strategy Constantiou & Kallinikos (2015) state that
information is needed in order to sustain expertise and internal resources to be efficient. They
provide examples of lowering transaction costs with business partners, focusing on internal
efficiency. In addition, as McAfee and Brynjolfsson (2012) and Constantiou and Kallinikos (2015)
conclude that the risk reduction is a key enabler for successful internal strategic decision making.
Concluding that big data is both beneficial for the effectiveness of the internal environment as
well as for understanding the external environment in order to have an competitive edge.

3.2+

Strategy

______________________________________________________________________
This chapter provides a presentation of what strategy in an organizational setting is. Firstly, a definition of strategy
as a concept is provided. Following is an explanation of what external environment and internal environment of an
organization is, and how it combined contributes to the understanding of how to strategically act as an
organization. After this, a literature review is presented. The literature distinctly contribute with four different
perspectives of strategy. Each of these four strategic perspectives (long-term strategy, external corporate strategy,
internal business strategy and competitive strategy) will be followed up by a short summary and a visual description.
______________________________________________________________________
3.2.1+

Strategy the Definition

Literature about strategies in business context is rather freely defined, there are several definitions
around and there seem to be lack of a standardized definition. Hax (1990) state that a simple
definition of strategy is hard, rather it depends on the nature of the organization. However, he
further argues, that there are universal validated elements that can viewed as strategic. Reading
the literature, it is easy to stumble upon articles that use the strategic concept in a rather
inaccurate way. There are for instance peer-reviewed articles that do not distinguishing between
competitive strategy and business strategy, for instance Parnell (1997) defines the business
strategy as a competitive strategy, and Mithas, Ramasubbu and Sambamurthy (2013) excludes
discussing competitive strategy in favor for business strategy when discussing IT investment for
competitive advantage. Hence, a coherent theoretical standard needs to be developed and the
first step is to define the word strategy.
The word strategy is generally defined by the Swedish Academy’s dictionary as ‘Konsten el.
Metoden att föra krig: välplanerat tillvägagångsätt’ translated it means the art or, method to wage
war: well-planned approach, the Oxford dictionary defines it as ‘A plan of action designed to
achieve a long-term or overall aim”. The word stratos means army and agein means to lead
(Cummings, 1993). In summary, it can be concluded that it is the way to act on the market with
current resources. Hence, it includes the organizations internal environmental resources. The
focus is on how these are used to cope, and take decisions, on the external environment.

3.2.2+

External and Internal Environments

This part of this chapter intends to give an overall understanding of what external and internal environments are.
Outdated strategic management theories from the beginning of the 20th century are excluded, focus here is to
provide an understanding of an external environment perspective. Where contribution can be given to Porter’s five
forces framework. Later discussed is the antithesis namely the internal environment perspective. Where RBV
(resources based view) is presented. The understanding of these environments are crucial for the understanding of
strategic managerial thinking in the long run and will be the basis for the literature review regarding strategy as a
concept.
______________________________________________________________________
3.2.2.1+

The External Environment View

External environments can be considered to be the opportunities and threats of the organization
(Barney, 1991; Constantiou & Kallinikos, 2015). A common approach to analyze the external
environment of an industry in order to see the level of competition in the industry is to analyze
the five forces of the industry, more commonly known as Porter’s five competitive forces. These
forces include barriers that enables companies to differentiate themselves from the competitors.
Hence, find a way to be and stay competitive in the industry they act in (Porter, 2008).
Porter’s five competitive forces were first presented in Michael Porter's article from 1979, and
later in his book on Competition from 1980 where the author conclude that there are five forces
of a market that shape the level of competitiveness of an industry. The most obvious one might
be the rivalry among existing firms on the market. Porter (2008) defines ten characteristics that
shape the existing rivalry, which are, concentration, balance, diversity and differentiation of the
competitors. The cost structure and growth rate of the industry, the level of investment required
to increase capacity, and the cost to exit the market or cost to change strategy. If these are
considered to be high, it can be considered to be a high level of rivalry among existing
competitors.
The four following forces are all influencing the competitive climate and have an effect on the
industry rivalry according to Porter (2008). The threat of new entrant’s barriers is there to
prevent startups to enter the market barriers. Here, the concerns are the economies of scale,
differentiation, high entering costs, switching cost for buyers, government policies, and industry
growth rate. Which are considered to be important factors that shape the threat of the new
entrants.
Power of suppliers is a force that can generate a high level of competitiveness due to their ability
of being crucial for the industry. If they are few, have high switching costs between them, are
hard to substitute, or are unique on the market they can generate a high level of competitiveness
for the industry. (Porter, 2008)
The last two forces are concerned with threat of substitute products and the power of buyers.
Substitute products can be low priced, and have low switching costs for buyers. If the quality is
high enough for the customers to perceive them as superior value, they will choose them. This is
often the case when it comes to commodity products. The power of buyers is determined by the
share amount of buyer's, switching cost, profit margin, importance and volume they purchase. If
it is easy for them to switch sellers to meet their needs, the competition on the market is high.
Hence, organizations must perform superior customer value in order to stay attractive. (Porter
2008).

(The five competitive forces that governs competition in an industry Porter, 1979 p. 141)
Further, Kaleka and Berthon (2006) suggest that there are mainly three factors that creates the
market disruption and market uncertainty. Namely, customer turbulence, competitive intensity
and technological turbulence. Further Kaleka and Berthon (2006) state that information
allocation of the external environment is a key enabler for being competitive on the market.
Moreover, they state that internal competencies should not be foreseen when developing a
competitive strategy. These internal competencies will be discussed in the following section.
______________________________________________________________________
In summary, this concludes that the external environment is defined by the existing competition, new entrants,
customers, suppliers, and substitute products. In addition, the information availability the organization can acquire
about the industry enables them partly to produce products or services with superior value perceived by the customers
as suggested by Kaleka and Berthon (2006).
______________________________________________________________________
3.2.2.2+

The Internal Environments View

______________________________________________________________________
Kaleka and Berthon (2006) conclude that the size and experience of an organization is directly
affecting the strategy of an organization. That is the internal environment of an organization.
Penrose (1959) originally presented RBV (resource-based view) in her book “The Theory of the
Growth of the Firm”. Where focus is on developing internal resources not by possession of new
resources but by increase efficiency and being innovative in order to create economic value (Kor
& Mahoney, 2004). The basic idea of the RBV is to use the internal resources and internal
capabilities in an effective and innovative way in order to generate a competitive advantage on

the market (Kor & Mahoney, 2004). If we look at the Japanese technology industry, the internal
efficiency was so high that the western counterpart had a hard time competing on both price and
quality (Enright, 2008), another example is the Japanese car manufacturing industry which today
is considered to be a textbook example and is strongly influencing the western manufacturing
industry in terms of operational efficiency (OE).
Constantiou and Kallinikos (2015) define the internal view as information gathering on the
internal business activities and their performance in order to stay effective. The internal
environment is henceforth, more concerned with strengths and weaknesses of an organization
(Barney 1991; Constantiou and Kallinikos 2015).
Barney (1991) states that organizations in an industry does not necessary need to have the same
resources and same strategic outlook hence, can through internal resources sustain competitive
advantage. Barney (1991) defines firm resources as “all assets, capabilities, organizational
processes, firm attributes, information, knowledge, etc. controlled by a firm that enable the firm
to conceive of and implement strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness.” (Barney p.
101). This brings up the idea of including knowledge as a resources. Hence, moving away from
physical aspect of RBV, into a KBV (knowledge based view). Further, Barney (1991) conclude
that in order to sustain a competitive advantage firms must have resources that cannot be copied
easily or at all. Barney (1991) propose four characteristics in the RBV perspective that enables
these firm resources to sustain competitiveness.
Valuable resources - Need to be able to fit the strategic proposition and improve the efficiency
and effectiveness. Resources are valuable when they can neutralize threats, and they can exploit
opportunities according to Barney (1991).
Rare resources - Resources are rare when the company is unique by owning them. Alternatively,
being able to mix them in a way that the competitors cannot. Hence, generate a competitive
advantage. (Barney, 1991)
Imperfectly imitable resources - Resources need to be hard to imitate, if they are not
competitors can copy and follow the same strategy pattern. (Barney, 1991)
Non-substitutable - The resources cannot have substitutes; if they have substitutes, they cannot
yield a competitive advantage if they do not over perform the substitute products. Hence,
generate strong competitive power on the market. (Barney, 1991)
Therefore, by generating resources that have these abilities Barney (1991) suggest that companies
can stay competitive over time. However, as Kaleka and Berthon (2006) suggests both the
external forces and internal forces need to be considered when developing competitive strategies.
Adding the aspect of information and knowledge as a key resource. Therefor, also focusing on
KBV as an enabler for sustained competitiveness. Following Kaleka and Berthon (2006)
suggestion on external and internal environment and the importance of information and
knowledge will be presented in the following part of this chapter.

In summary, this concludes that the internal environment is defined by resources that obtain several characteristics
that makes them unique to the market. One of the proposed is knowledge, which is a tacit knowledge. This makes
it hard to copy and useful against the competitors. As (Kaleka & Berthon 2006) conclude, the external
environments can create disruption and increase risk, which needs to be minimized in order to take accurate
decisions based on them.
______________________________________________________________________
3.2.2.3+

External and Internal environment combined

Wheelen and Hunger (1992) argue that the process of strategic management starts of with
scanning the external environments through strengths and weaknesses, and the internal
environments through opportunities and threats. As Kaleka and Berthon (2006) suggest the
combination of internal competencies and external competencies are crucial in order to generate
a differentiations advantage with both products and services. Kaleka and Berthon (2006)
described the memory development as ‘Organizational memory is the collective store of
behavioral, routines, organizational beliefs and physical artifacts’ (Kaleka & Berthon, 2006. p.
1017) and is something that is constantly changing. Hence, it can be argued that it is coherent
with Barney’s (1991) definition of the internal resources as described earlier. Which means it can
be both tacit and physical.
Further, as described in the part on external environment view, Kaleka and Berthon (2006) state
that the external environment is important when striving for differentiation advantage. However,
they suggest that it is only the customers, competitors, and technology that creates external
market disturbance and what makes companies look for further information to close the risk
gaps. The picture below presents their framework and the relationship between the forces.

(Structural model of the interaction between external and external environments and the impact of information
by Kaleka and Berthon, 2006. p. 1017)

3.3+

Different Types of Strategies

In the following section of this chapter a separation between different strategies are presented. These strategies have
been identified from the literature on strategic management and distinctively differentiated in order to develop a
meaningful and understandable structure of organizational strategy as a concept.
______________________________________________________________________
3.3.1+

Long Term Strategy

In this section of this chapter, the long-term strategy will be discussed. Following is a suggested visual illustration of
the long-term strategy. In summary, the long-term strategy is overall most holistic strategy of an organization set in
one point in time. It is defined by the raison d’etre (the reason to exist) of an organization. The long-term strategy
is the visionary realistic future state. This with consideration to the particular industry where the organization acts.
The strategy is defined by a combination of internal resources and external environment at that point in time.
______________________________________________________________________
Collins and Porras (1996) state, that the practices and strategies of an organization should
continually change, but it is important that the core ideology do not. The core ideology is
concerned with all the values internally and can be considered to be the raison d’etre of an
organization, this with regard to a specific industry (Collins & Porras, 1996). It is this core
ideology that defines the long-term strategy according to Collins and Porras (1996). Further, they
state it is the visionary state of an organization. It is where the organization visual it self to be in a
future state. It is a long-term objective and should be aimed to be reached in more than a
decade’s time (Collins & Porras, 1996). Further, Barney (1991) suggest, that the historical aspect
of an organization is of high importance. He argues a firm’s history is an important factor that
yields successful performance and competitiveness on the market in the long run.
Hax (1990) state that the long-term business strategy should not change due to decreased
appreciation and erratic reorientation internally (employees) and externally (stakeholders) if
constantly re-focused the internal and external understanding of the strategic objectives might be
missed out. Further, Hax (1990) state that the strategy should be realistic and reachable if ought
to be useful.
The definition of strategy provided by Hax (1990) is, “the pattern of decisions firms make”. He
argues that the historical footprints of the past indicate the future destination, and strategies are
developed from how the resources are allocated over time. Mintzberg and McHugh (1985), and
Mantere (2013) agrees that a strategy henceforth develops over time, coherently internally and
externally. Hax (1990) further argues that there is a difference between long-term and short-term
strategy, the short-term strategy adapts to enables the long-term to be fulfilled and providing the
stakeholders with a desired future state.
Mintzberg and Waters (1985) conclude that there are three factors that needs to be met in order
for a strategy to be perfectly deliberated.
•$

Precise intentions: There cannot be any doubt internally on what is desired to be
achieved, this requires a high level of detail.

•$

Internal and external agreement: All actors externally and internally stakeholders need to
agree.

•$

Precise execution on all levels: Collectively it needs to be executed exactly as intended,
without the external factors of technology, market or political inflections.

This leads to Mintzberg & Waters (1985) conclusion that it is nearly impossible, and due to
current technological leaps, importance of technology in businesses and globalization this might
even be harder today (Porter, 1998). Below is a visual illustration of long-term strategy is
presented.

Suggested visual illustration of Long-Term Strategy

3.3.2+

External Corporate Strategy:

In this part of the chapter, the external corporate strategy will be discussed. Following is a suggested visual
illustration of the external corporate strategy. In summary, the external corporate strategy is the strategy of how to
reach the long-term strategic goals depending on the external environmental stability. Hence, it is the external
environment that defines how formally structured the internal environment should be.
______________________________________________________________________
Johnson, Scholes and Whittington (2008 p.7) defines corporate strategy as the corporate planning
and the objectives, with focus on its external environment and the relationship that exists there in
between. Mintzberg and Waters (1985) defines eight vertical strategies, from planning process to
execution that yield different approaches depending on the external environmental stability,
organizational context and managerial structure. It is concerned with the internal resources,
hence, can be considered to be on RBV perspective, but it is the external environmental stability
that defines the internal structure hence in this paper it is viewed as an external pressure. Gadiesh
and Gilbert (2001) stresses the importance of decentralization due to the increasing change in the
external environment (especially with regard to technology) stating that it is not longer an option,
further, also stating that decentralization actually enables innovation.
Mintzberg and Waters (1985) discuss that if strategies are emergent by need, or deliberate as
intended. Mintzberg and Waters (1985) present eight different internal structures that are shaped
by the external environmental stability and complexity.
(1) Planned strategy is top-down driven. Focus is on the top management and them having high
level of authority. It is the top management that defines the intentions of the organization. This is
usually done with detailed plans as a basis. According to Mintzberg and Waters (1985) this works
well in environments that are stable since surprises are not desired meaning that organizations are
rather stiff but productive. The
(2) Entrepreneurial Strategy, which focus on that one individual sets the goal, and control and
adjust short-term strategies to meet the long-term strategy pattern. These types of one-person
decision strategy require co-operation and is usually very market niched, this however enables
fast changes in the long-term strategy due to feedback or personal preferences from the decision
maker.
(3) The Ideological Strategy develop collectively, if the members share and can identify
themselves with a vision it becomes an ideology where clear strategies can be identified. This
according to Mintzberg & Waters (1985) usually have a historical basis and is collectively
reluctant to change. These four strategies are mainly deliberate strategies that have a controlled
internal environment, but need to cope with external changes.
(4) The Umbrella Strategy is less environmentally controlled henceforth more emergent
according to Mintzberg & Waters (1985). This strategy gives leaders partly control over other
actors in the organization where they set the guidelines for instance boundaries and let the actors
act inside them. This is according to Mintzberg & Waters (1985) suitable for complex and fast
changing environments.
(5) The Process Strategy is also preferable in a complex external environment, but influence
should be set indirectly, for instance by staffing the right employees but encourage them to
define what the strategy will be.

(6) The Unconnected Strategy sets the strategy in internal groups or on individual level and fulfill
them. This however means that it can be either deliberate or emergent depending on the context
the strategy is set in.
(7) The Consensus Strategy is a clearly emergent strategy, the strategy emerges when there is a
consensus between all the different actors and they naturally follow the same goal without central
control.
(8) The Imposed Strategy emerges from the environmental impacts, for instance strong
competitors or technological change.
Hence, also conclude that the technological change and increased instability forces a
decentralized corporate strategy in order to be competitive and innovative in order to cope with
the external environment.

Suggested visual illustration of external corporate strategy

3.3.3+

Internal Business Strategy

______________________________________________________________________
In this part of this chapter, the internal business strategy will be discussed. Following is a visual illustration of the
internal business strategy. The business strategy in summary is concerned with how efficiently information internally
flows. It is concerned with everybody internally being on the same page and know what is demanded by them,
however as concluded this view is not enough for being competitive on the market.
______________________________________________________________________
Neilson Martin and Powers (2008) state that internal efficiency involves clarifying decision rights
internally, information is throughout the organization is key in order for the short-term goals to
be reached. Further, Neilson, Martin and Powers (2008) and Mankins and Steele (2005) state that
the business strategy needs to have good information flow internally in order for make decisions
execution effective and sold in order to reach the long-term strategy.
Kaplan and Norton (2007) suggest the method of BSC (Balance Score cards) as a tool to increase
understanding on a managerial level and also in order to help measure and come to agreements.
Mankins and Steele (2005) state that due to bad strategy communication financial value suffers.
In addition, delivers seven rules that enables greater communication including (1) simplicity, (2)
Improved challenge assumption, more explicitly that it is in line with your long-term goal. (3)
Same language communication, (4) deployment of resources should be early and well understood
for the resource allocation internally. (5) Prioritize correctly, (6) always have a good eye over
everything to create a constant oversight over the short-term goals so that it is in-line with the
long-term strategy. Finally, (7) increase internal competencies.
Further Kaplan and Norton (2007) state that feedback is the basis for good implementations, and
to further understand the internal efficiency with new technology and the key internal processes.
In conclusion Porter (1996), Neilson, Martin, Powers (2008), Kaplan and Norton (2007),
Mankins, and Steele (2005) all emphasizes that information internally needs to be managed
correctly in order to successfully implement strategy that enables the long-term goals to be
fulfilled. Further Rogers and Blenko (2005) state that speed is the key for long-term strategy
success, it is achieved by dividing the decision-roles internally.
Johnson and Christensen (2008) state that the internal resources such as people, products,
technology, facilities, equipment and brand are the key for successful customer target. It is by
analyzing the customer value proposition, and the customer needs that enables you to use your
internal competencies to create the business model internally. As Barney (1991) concluded in the
part of internal environmental view, the KBV is concerned with resources that are unique and
cannot be copied or substituted and can involve knowledge.
Further Kim and Mauborgne (2007) defines the concept of ‘blue oceans’, where technology is
not the driver but rather finding your business strategy by optimizing your value proposition
without looking at the competitors. By optimizing and providing better quality with existing
technology, companies can save money and increase value to the customers. Further, they
suggest to never use competitors as benchmarking, but rather follow your own internal expertise
to meet the demanding customer’s needs and create your own markets. The authors provides the
examples of the Japanese car manufacturing industry with more fuel-efficient cars. In the
seventies, they were a new market that was requested by the customers, but it was developed
from mostly existing technology that was just incrementally developed. This means that
technology does not have to be the driving force rather use the internal competencies but do it
differently. (Kim & Mauborgne, 2007)

However, as OE means to perform better than rivals according to Porter (1996). Further Porter,
(1996), Kaleka and Berthon (2006) and Constantiou and Kallinikos (2015) also concludes that
internal efficiency is not sufficient for performing superior value and be competitive. Porter
(1996) state that internal efficiency should be considered throughout the whole value-chain, OE
is crucial just to stay on the market and through differentiation, you cope with the external
environment as will be described in the next part of this chapter.

Suggested visual illustration of the internal business strategy pull.

3.3.4+

Competitive Strategy

______________________________________________________________________
In this part of this chapter the internal competitive strategy will be discussed. Following is a suggested visual
illustration of competitive strategy. In brief summary, competitive strategy has a main focus on external environments,
and the ability to maximize value for the customers. It is not just for differentiation it is the combination of delivering
products at minimized cost and unique set of features that is coherent with the market needs to perform above market
average in order to be profitable.
______________________________________________________________________
Competitive strategy has since the eighties been a popular topic in the academic society. External
forces were made popular with Michael Porter's (1979) article on how competitive forces shape
strategy and later developed in his book ”On Competition” from 1980. As earlier discussed in
this paper (in the part of external environment view), the external environment is made up by the
the five forces of the market, in recap; force of the competitors; power of buyers; power of
suppliers; threats of new entrants and threats of substitute products. The five forces were
developed in the beginning of the eighties. However, they are still commonly used in academia
today. This in order to analyze the competitive environment in different industries such as risk
management industry (Rice, 2010) to the shale gas industry in china (Wu & Yang, 2014).
In order to cope with these external environmental forces Porter presented the three generic
strategies in the book competitive advantage from 1985 (Porter, 2004, p. 12). Which are
presented here below.

(1) Cost leadership strategy is maybe the most obvious one. The aim of this strategy is to become
the low cost producer in the industry. The scope is broad since it serves many industry segments.
The goal is to reach mass markets and generate a cost advantage against the competitors. The
second broad target generic strategy is (2) the differentiation strategy, the focus of this strategy is
to generate attributes that are valuable to customers but that distinguish you from the
competitors. The reward comes from premium pricing of products and services since they are
perceived as unique. (Porter, 2004 p. 14).

Looking on a more narrow market target the generic focus strategy is the most appropriate here
the focus is to select segment or segments that the company wish to serve. Then optimize it to
service them. This can take shape in either (3A) cost focus strategy where the aim is to achieve
cost advantage from the customers, or (3B) differentiation focus, where the aim is to differentiate
through offering something the customer’s value and competitors cannot duplicate. (Porter, 2004
p. 15).
However, in the nineties critic was raised against the three generic strategies. One of the more
popular critical articles were presented by Faulkner and Bowman in 1992. Where they argued that
the generic strategies are too static. Faulkner & Bowman (1992) critic was based on that a best
performing strategic business units (SBU) that are stuck in the middle between differentiations
and low cost, but still perform well. Faulkner & Bowman (1992) further state that it is the value
proposition that is the key, not that a product is strictly differentiated or just have the lowest cost.
Their argument is that there are three fundamental generic options to have a sustainable longterm strategy that can be perceived by the customers as explained above:
1.$ Better quality than competitors at same or higher price.
2.$ Equally perceived quality at lower price than competitors.
3.$ Higher perceived quality at lower price than competitors.
Therefor logically conclude that (3) is better than (1) and (2).
Therefor, Faulkner and Bowman (1992) propose that through innovation, R&D, know how,
patents, location and brands the products can be perceived as better, whole as through cost
control, economies of scale, experience curve, low cost input and technology the products can
become cheaper, hence again focusing on KBV in order to be competitive and deliver superior
value. As a response Porter (1998) suggest three distinct sources for strategic positioning, which
means that companies need to focus their activities in different ways to generate the type of
positioning they sought after in order to generate
1.$ Variety based positioning, which concerns what a company produces best and only focus
on it generating scale of economy. Hence, it will meet the needs for wide array of
customers, but will only meet some of their needs.
2.$ Needs based positioning on the other hand, focus on the needs of a particular group of
customers, hence try to cover all their needs by focusing on a niche.
3.$ Access based positioning is all about the geographical location of the customers, and
focusing the company's activities to meet the needs. Porter (1998) further argues that
trade-offs of price and quality are required over time to sustain long-term competitive
advantage and modification and unique set of activities are required. Therefore stating
that the market is constantly changing and companies need to adapt their activities
towards the external changes.
On the next page a suggested visual illustration of the competitive strategy is presented.

Suggested Visual illustration of Competitive Strategy

4+

Big data’s role for information creation

______________________________________________________________________
Here a suggested framework of what the external environment consists of and what role big data as a processing
tool has is presented. In the following chapter, this framework will be included in order to suggest what impact big
data has on the different strategies.
______________________________________________________________________
The external environment consists out of the five forces. The forces of the market generate a
picture of the competitiveness of the industry. However, as concluded, just looking at the forces
is not a successful strategy by itself. As suggested by Kaleka and Berthon (2006) the external
environment is partly the competition intensity that includes the five forces of competition (new
entrants, substitutes, power of customers, power of suppliers and rivalry).
Further, technology turbulence is a factor that need to be considered as something that can
drastically change the external environment. Further, information regarding customers and
consumers needs and demands enables the companies to find consumer and customer trends.
When the organizations understand the environment as a whole, they can then choose how to
differentiate. It is therefore important to view consumers and customers as a source of
information rather then a force of the market. Together these three sources of information is
what creates the unstructured information.

Suggested framework for the external environment that yields unstructured information
Big data analytics role is to interpret this unstructured information into valuable information.
Which later can be used for managerial decisions. I suggest that processed external information
becomes an internal resource, a knowledge bank, that differentiate the organizations from each
other. Hence, influence all four of the strategic decision as will be described in the next section of
this chapter.

4.1+

Big Data’s impact on strategy

______________________________________________________________________
Here a presentation of the first research question is answered. A theoretical proposition of what role big data plays
for the four different types of strategies. Following is the second research question from where the three hypotheses are
extracted. This with regard to this conceptual framework presented in the end of this chapter.
______________________________________________________________________
Following the previous definition, of what creates unstructured information, big data is a tool
used for all four definition of strategic decisions. I suggest that big data’s role for strategic
managerial decisions is to interpret the external environment. This means, the consumer and
customer trends, competition intensity and technological turbulence and be a internal resource
for managerial strategic decision making.
Following, is a suggestion of how big data impacts the different strategies. Looking at the
definition of long-term strategy, the decision is taken in a point in time. Long-term strategic
decisions are taken with regard to the internal resources and the external environment
information. The external environment information is analyzed by big data tools and decision is
taken long-term wise based upon it. Hence, big data has some impact on the long-term strategy
but it is not what defines it.
The external corporate strategy is concerned with the stability of the market. Here, the focus is
on understanding the stability in order to defines the internal decision making structure. The
more unstable the market is the more decentralized and un-formal is the decision structure. This
means that the information from the external environment is what defines the strategy. As big
data analytics is used it creates a perception of the stability of the external environment. This
concludes that big data’s role is to define the strategy.
The competitive strategy is concerned with the positioning of the organizations. It is only
concerned with the forces of the market. The perception of the forces is created by big data
analysis. This means that big data processed information is what defines the competitive strategy.
Regarding the internal business strategy, it is theoretically viewed as the internal resources to meet
the long-termed strategy. These internal resources can be either physical or tacit. By using big
data analytics in a successful and accurate way, it can be viewed as a unique knowledge resource.
Therefor, the foundation of what develops the strategy.

Suggested framework for big data’s role for strategic decision making.
The second research question of this thesis is: Following this theoretical suggestion, what impact
does big data have on the different types of strategies in the food and beverage industry?’
Using this proposed conceptual framework, I firstly intend to confirm that big data information
have an impact on all four strategies. This leads to my first hypothesis.
H1. Big data have an impact on all four types of managerial strategic decisions in the food and
beverage industry.
Secondly, I intend to find out what that impact is. Due to the limitation of time and the choice of
method to analyze the data, two strategies will be tested. Firstly, the corporate strategy, which is
concerned with the external environment and the structure of the organization, and secondly the
business strategy, which is concerned with the physical and tacit resources of the organization.
Following the argument by Gadiesh and Gilbert (2001) and Mintzberg and Waters (1985), they
stress the importance of decentralization due to the increasing change in the external
environment. Evidently, the technological environment has made external environment more
unstable and more demanding to compete in. Digitalization is making the world smaller and
faster. Increased consumer awareness and increased environmental issues, and economical
fluctuations have put external pressure on the organizations. This is clearly evident in the food
and beverage industry. In order for the organizations to be productive and cope with these
environmental turbulences I propose that the corporate strategy is affected towards a more
decentralized structure big data. Hence my second hypothesis follows:
H2. Decentralization is occurring due to increasingly unstable external environments (corporate
strategy)
In this paper I have proposed that big data is a competitive resource. It enables organizations to
meet customer preferences and accurately seek up their value. Hence, deliver a value proposition
with the internal resources they have. Big data have enabled companies to put customers and
consumers more into focus and deliver more accurate value propositions. The external
perception of organizations is more understood and the understanding of consumer trends have

raised in importance. This since information regarding consumers and customers is a key enabler
for a successful business strategy.
H3. Increased focus on individualization due to increased customer involvement and
demand. (business strategy)

5+

Methodology

______________________________________________________________________
The methodology of every research paper is the cornerstone of understanding in what way the research has been done.
This chapter intends to give a theoretical understanding of the research process. First presentation of my personal
research philosophy is presented, following is the chosen research design and research method will be described indepth and justified. Following is sampled companies will be shortly selected and justified.
______________________________________________________________________

5.1+

Research Philosophy

______________________________________________________________________
Saunders Lewis and Thornhill (2009, p. 108) state that there are several layers of a research
process, each one needs to be peeled off before narrowing down to the final layer, namely the
data collection method. The first and broadest layer is the research philosophy. This is considered
to be the “thinking process” about the development of knowledge. Further Saunders, Lewis and
Thornhill (2009, p.107) defines it as the nature and development of knowledge. It is the
assumptions about the researcher’s world-view. Meaning that the philosophy chosen will
delimitate from which perspective the author will look at a phenomenon. The two most
commonly used philosophical perspectives are, firstly positivism where the goal of the result is to
generate a law like generalization. This is mainly used in natural science according to the authors.
The second philosophical perspective is interpretivism, which is concerned with how humans
make sense of the world.
Interpretivism is suitable for management and business studies due to the complexity of social
reality, it is about the interaction between humans and their role as social actors (Saunders et al,
2009 p.116). As the complexity of managerial decisions in business strategy, and the novelty and
complexity of the concept big data, I argue that the applicable research philosophy suitable for
this paper is interpretivism. This since organizational strategic theory is rather complex, decisions
are made by different types of managers and the role they choose to dress themselves in.
Further, the external environment differs depending on the geographical boundaries but also
depending on industry and internal competencies that the organization have. Internal
environments are different depending on what industry the organization acts in and the different
cultures inside the organization.
This makes strategic decisions complex, thus I find the most suitable research philosophy
interpretivistic. Strategic decisions are taken in a social human context. Every company is unique,
and their actions are based around the people in the social context and the social world they act
in. As I will look at the organizations over a decade’s time span, cultures do change.

5.2+

Research approach

______________________________________________________________________
The research approach can either be deductive, inductive or abductive (Kudo et al, 2009). Kudo,
Murai and Akama defines (2009, p. 1215) deduction as “A reasoning process for concluding
specific facts from general rules.”. Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009, p. 124) define deduction
as theory testing, stating that replication, and generalization are important elements. Hence,
stating it is a structured approach that usually is quantitative.
This research paper aims to follow a deductive approach. As Kudo, Murai and Akama (2009) the
general rules are stated in the suggested framework. This framework is based on the theoretical
framework of what organizational strategy and big data is. As Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill
(2009, p.136) suggests it aims to firstly, develop a theory, secondly, define justified hypothesis,
thirdly, find the research strategy design and finally, test the hypothesis. The theoretical
framework defines a suggested conceptual theoretic model, which is based on the literature
review on strategy and big data. Here the intention is to test the justified hypotheses in food
processing and beverage industry.
Lewis and Thornhill (2009, p.108) argument the deductive approach requires independent and
objective researchers that study a group large enough to represent the social context that wish to
be examined. In this case, the study of the three of the largest food processing and beverage
companies in an industry with rather few actors. The excluded ones are due to lack of
information and time constraint. However I find them representing a social context since they are
three of the four largest which will be presented and reasoned in section 5.4 (sampling the
companies).

5.3+

Research Design

______________________________________________________________________________

Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009, p.136) state that the research design is “the general plan of how
you will go about answering your research question(s)” (Saunders et al., 2009, p.136). Hence, the research
questions are forming the design of the study.
Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009, p. 139) state that it can either be exploratory, descriptive or
explanatory. This paper will have an exploratory purpose. The exploratory purpose has the aim
“of finding out ‘what is happening; to seek new insights; to ask questions and to assess phenomena in a new light”
(Saunders, et al, 2009, p. 139). This paper’s first research question aims to develop a new
appropriate theoretical model of how big data influence the strategies of an organization. With
regard to this suggested conceptual framework tests of the hypothesis are going to be conducted,
this in order to prove or disprove the hypothesis in the processed food and beverage industry.
As we are combining a rather novel concept with a traditional, this paper aims to seek new
insight and see what has happened over a decade analyzed. The focus is to analyze the changes
that occur and when the big data phenomenon is included in the variation.

5.3.1+

Research strategy

The most suitable research strategy is content analysis, this since content analysis aims ”to
provide knowledge and understanding of the phenomenon under study” (Hsieh & Shannon,
2005, p. 1278). Content analysis have during the last decades raised in importance in the scientific
society as a qualitative research technique (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, Elo & Kyngäs, 2007). Elo
and Kyngäs (2007) states that it is increasingly used in business studies. Content analysis is a
research method that describes and quantify a phenomenon in a systematic and objective way
(Elo & Kyngäs 2007). It can take different formats according to Hsieh and Shannon (2005) the
lack of standardization and formulaic makes it more flexibility, and reason for the paper and the
research question defines the complexity and approach. (Elo & Kyngäs, 2007, Hsieh & Shannon,
2005, Graneheim & Lundman, 2003).
Hsieh and Shannon (2005) suggests three different approaches to qualitative content analysis.
(1) Conventional content analysis, which is appropriate when existing literature and knowledge, is
rather limited.
(2) Direct content analysis where prior research do exists but there seems to be a research gap, or
it would benefit from further description.
(3) Summative content analysis which wish to explore usage through strict quantification of
words.
In this research case the direct content analysis approach is the most appropriate to use. Since,
strategic theory in organizational context is over a century old and a large research area in
business research. Big data research is currently a hot topic and it does seem to exist research
contribution for almost two decades but still an evolving concept. However, there seem to be a
theoretical gap between big data and what external forces that actually contribute to strategic
choice and the influence it has on the internal business strategy in the food processing and
beverage industry.
Hsieh and Shannon (2005) state that direct content analysis has the goal to ”validate or extend
conceptually a theoretical framework or theory” (Hsieh & Shannon 2005, p. 1281). As the focus
of this study is to validate a theoretical framework, and with regard to prior research do exists,
the direct content analysis suits well as the research strategy is a well established concept, in
combination with big data which is a rather novel concept that seem to have an influence on
strategic management as a field.
Further, Hsieh and Shannon (2005) state that in direct content analysis the existing theory should
help to formulate the research question in order to determine the variables for the initial coding
scheme. This is according to Hsieh and Shannon (2005) a deductive category application and is
more structured then conventional content analysis. In the case of this study, the theory will be
the basis for the categorizations that intends to analyze the food processing and beverage
industry. As the focus is on developing predetermined codes from the literature review and the
data that cannot be coded from theoretical standpoint is represented in a new category or a subcategory in order to find new theoretical contributions (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Further to
make sense of the coded data statistical tests can be used in order to generate ranking
comparisons and frequencies in this study.

Elo and Kyngäs (2007) further contributes to the qualitative content analysis process, as this
paper intends to test a conceptual framework the deductive categorization suggested by Hsieh
and Shannon (2005) is the most appropriate. According to Elo and Kyngäs (2007) content
analysis can be either qualitative or quantitative, and inductive or deductive. As the purpose of
this study is based in previous theoretical knowledge, Elo and Kyngäs (2007) suggest it is
deductive. Further, the data analyzed are interviews in annual reports thus it is qualitative. As this
study approach is qualitative, deductive the processes will differ from the inductive process. Elo
and Kyngäs (2007) suggests three phases for the qualitative deductive approach. The first phase is
the (1) Preparation phase where selection of unit to of analysis occurs. Here the units of analysis
are selected and can be either words or themes, and the level of detail and sampling occurs during
this phase.
Further, Elo and Kyngäs (2007) suggest that judgment and probability is crucial since in this
study the annual reports can stretch up to one hundred pages, with three companies during ten
years, the text analyzed will only be interviews with CEO’s and board members and excluding
general information. Since Elo and Kyngäs (2007) state that the most suitable unit of analysis are
whole interviews that are short enough to keep in mind for meaning units during the analysis
process. The study is only focusing on manifest content as suggested by Elo, Kyngäs (2007),
Graneheim and Lundman (2003). This, since we are using secondary data. Hence, not leaving as
much room for interpretation in this study as it would have with latent content analysis.
The second step in the first phase of preparation is ”making sense of the data and whole”. Here
the focus is to understand what is going on, asking questions such as who, where, when, what
and why to grasp the holistic perspective of things according to Elo and Kyngäs (2007) (See
picture on the next page). The second phase is the (2) organizing phase. The process in this phase
differ depending on the aim and purpose of the study according to Elo and Kyngäs (2007).
Further, they explain that the first step is to develop a categorization matrix. In this study,
following Elo and Kyngäs (2007) suggestion a structured analytical matrix will be used. This since
the research contribution in business strategy is already well established and the concept of big
data is well defined. However, this will still leave room for interpretation and show strategic
change due to the big data phenomenon over time.
When using structured analytical matrix only data that fit the matrix is considered and the one
that does not fit it will create another concept. As Elo and Kyngäs (2007) further state, categories
must be both empirically and conceptually grounded, further they state that the importance of
grasping the concepts well enough to be able to simplify the data to make it reliable. Elo and
Kyngäs (2007). Further suggests, that the final phase is (3) reporting the analyzing process and
the results where the final model will be developed.

Deductive approach model as suggested by Elo & Kyngäs (2007, p. 110).

5.4+

Sampling the Companies

Sounders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009, p. 108) argue that the deductive approach requires
independent and objective researchers that study a group large enough to represent the social
context that wish to be examined. In this case, the study of three main food processing and
beverage companies is a significant share of the market. Hence, a group large enough to represent
a social context. Following is the company selection and definition of why the companies are
selected.
The food processing and beverage industry mainly consist of rather few, very large parent
companies that own many of the brands we purchase on daily basis. Three public companies have
been selected based on their market value (high to low) as defined by Forbes as by April 1, 2014
(See below). They act on a global market, but have their strategic decisions taken in separate parts
of the world. PepsiCo have their headquarters in the U.S. Nestlé in Switzerland and Unilever in
Holland. The five largest companies are presented on the next page:

Parent Company Main
Production /
Industry

Sales/Market Value in
Billion $ (By 1 April
2014)

Segments

Nestlé S.A.

Beverages/
Processed
Food

Sales 99.4
Market Value 239.6

Beverages, milk products,
prepared dishes, early life
nutrition

Coca Cola Co.

Beverages

Sales 46.3
Market Value 168.7

Beverages

PepsiCo Inc.

Beverages/
Processed
Food

Sales 66.4
Market Value 126.2

Beverages, snacks

Unilever

Beverages/
Processed
Food

Sales 66.1
Market Value 124.5

Beverages, milk products,
prepared dishes, daily
products.

Mondelez
International

Beverages/
Processed
Food

Sales 35.3
Market Value 59.2

Beverages, milk products,
snacks

After Unilever, the market value is less then half. Hence, I find it useful to analyze the four main
parent companies. However, Coca-Cola have their annual reports presented on 10- K forms, and
strategic information is therefor non-existing. The three companies have a combined market value
of more then 490 billion dollars, and all of them have extensive strategic considerations in their
annual reports from the year passed. Nestlé has “Letter To Our Shareholders” written by CEO
and Chairman Peter Brabeck-Letmathe pre 2007, and Chairman Brabeck-Letmathe and CEO Paul
Bulcke post 2007.
Regarding PepsiCo, their strategic considerations of the year is called ‘Dear Shareholders’ and ‘Dear
Fellow Shareholders’ written by Chairman and CEO Steve Reinemund 2005, Chairman and CEO
Indra Nooyi, and Executive Chairman Steve Reinemund 2006. And post 2007 Chairman and CEO
Indra Nooyi. Regarding Unilever, the strategic considerations in the annual reports are addressed
‘Group Chief Executive” later ¨Chief executive officer’s review” written by Group Chief Executive
Patrick Cescau.
The annual reports are directed towards the shareholders who have a vast interest in the strategic
objectives of the organizations and how they have coped with the challenges during the past year.
Further, the CEO’s and Group Chief Officer have the best insight in what the strategic objective
of the organization is.
Further, as these companies produce products that are used by the end customers and are
consumed by them, the organizations tend to get a lot of feedback. As described in the introduction
the brand-communities are large. Hence, customers and consumers tend to raised the opinions.
This makes the companies, Nestlé, PepsiCo and Unilever great companies to analyze in their usage
of big data information, and how they have used it in their strategic choices. Further, the investment
required and talent needed to analyze data that is valid and usable for strategic decisions can be

considered to be capital intensive. As the share size of the organizations and their value is large it
can be presumed that these companies do have the leverage to invest in big data analytics and the
investment that comes with it.

5.5+

Data Collection

In the organizing phase the first step is to develop a structured analytical matrix. The first structured
categorization matrix intends to find out what importance big data have on the different types of
strategies over a decade and the shifts that have occurred during this period. Here the different
strategies are the categories and the codes are the different focuses the organization has in the
different categories. Potter and Levine-Donnerstein (1999) suggest that the coding scheme, or
categories as defined by Elo & Kyngäs should be clearly define, in this case I present the definitions
of the categorize under the categorization matrixes.
This to enable H1, ‘Big data have an impact on all four types of managerial strategic decisions’, to
be tested.

Strategies

Business
Strategy
(internal)

Corporate
Strategy
(external)

Long-term
Strategy
(internal/external)

Competitive
Strategy
(External)

What strategic
focus is
presented by the
management in
the annual
report?
(2005-2014)

Here the presentation of what defines the different category is presented. What defines the type of
strategy is its time horizon (short-termed or long-termed) and the environment that creates the
code. If it is an internal initiative, external force, external environment or both.

Type of Strategy
Business Strategy

Time horizon
Short-term

Environment
Internal

Corporate Strategy

Short-term

External environment

Long-term Strategy
Competitive Strategy

Long-termed
Short-termed

External/Internal
External force

In order to confirm or disprove H2 a second structured analytical matrix is needed and presented
below. In H2 I suggest that ‘decentralization is occurring due to increasingly unstable
environments’. By finding out what the management consider to be important external factors a
pattern of increased external instability will emerge. This can then be compared to the business
strategy in the first structured analytical matrix. Where decentralization will be a code. Hence, show
if there is an increased decentralization focus related to increased external environment instability.
In this structured categorization matrix, the external forces from the suggested conceptual
framework are the categories, and the codes will be coded to consumer/customer turbulence or
trends, competition intensity (Porter’s five competitive forces) and finally technological turbulence
External Forces

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends

Competition intensity

Technological Turbulence

What external
factors are
considered to be
the most
important by the
management?
(2015-2014)

Following is a definition of the categories presented. The consumer or customer turbulence are
external forces that change with the influence of consumers or customer’s demands as a source
for information. The competition intensity is based on the external competitive environment as
defined by Porter’s classic five forces of competitiveness. And finally the technological
turbulence is technological changes externally that affects the organization analyzed.
External Force

Factors that influence

Consumer/Customer Turbulence/Trends

Consumer/customers demand and source
of information

Competition Intensity

Power of buyers, Power of suppliers, threat
of new entrants, threat of substitute
products and rivalry.
Technological environment

Technological Turbulence

Lastly in order to confirm or disprove H3 ’Increased focus on individualization due to increased
customer involvement and demand’ a third structured categorization matrix is presented. This
structured categorization matrix intends to find out if consumers/customer input is considered to
be more important in 2014 then in 2005. By finding out what consumer/customer related codes
are associated with what type of impact on the organization a SWOT categorization is chosen. This
since strength and weakness can be viewed as internal and opportunity and threat as external. As
consumers get involved their personal need will be in focus enabling me to confirm or disprove
H3.

Step 4, the data coding according to theoretical categories is presented in the appendix.
SWOT

Strength

Weakness

Opportunity

Threat

How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2005-2014)

Here the categories are defined by the SWOT analysis, focus on the consumers in the annual
reports can internally be considered to an internal threat, or internal weakness, or externally they
can be viewed as an external opportunity or external threat. As focuses are coded they are
selected into one of the categories as they are perceived by the organization analyzed.
Internal Environment
Consumer code as
a strength for the
organization

Consumer code as a
weakness for the
organization

External Environment
Consumer code as
an opportunity for
the organization

Consumer code as
an threat for the
organization

!
!

5.6+

Analyzing process

The analyzing process will be based on the three structured categorization matrix that have been
presented in an earlier section in this chapter. The analyze aims to follow Elo and Kyngäs (2007)
approach, Step 4. Code the data in the theoretical categories, then step 5, comparison to first year
strategy. This in order to find emerging external and internal strategic shifts that have occurred.
Organizing Phase
Preperation Phase
Step 1. Selecting the
unit of analysis
Step 2. Making sense
of the data as a whole

Step 3. Developing
structured analytical
matrix
Step 4. Data coding
according to theoretical
categories
Step 5.Comparison to
first year strategy

Overview of this papers content analysis process.

Reporting the
analysing process
and result
Step 6. Final outcome

!

In the analysis process I intend to first, shortly presented the individual company and their usage
of big data and secondly, matrix 1, matrix 2 and matrix 3 of each company will be made sense of
in order to extract the information that is found in the structured categorization matrix. The
findings are presented in a chronologic order where three time-frames were chosen to make the
information more comprehendible. The first, (2005-2007) pre-economic instability period which
represents the period before the financial crisis in 2008, the second (2008-2011) which represents
the economic instability period and the third, (2012-2013) the post-paradigm period which
represents the period after the financial crises and after the technological shift that is evident in
post 2011.
Following the empirical findings, the analysis will be conducted on the industry as a whole. In
this thesis the industry will be represented by Nestlé, Unilever, and PepsiCo. Here the codes that
are made sense of in the individual companies will be combined in order to find emerging trends
when compared to first year strategy. It will first remove all the constant codes over the time
period and codes that are different over the years will be evident. And the analysis will follow the
same chronological order as the empirical findings namely be divided into pre-economic
instability period (2005-2007), economic instability period (2008-2011) and finally the postparadigm period (2012-2014).
The first structured categorization matrix analysis will look at every strategy by itself, in a
chronological order, first, corporate strategy, secondly long-term strategy, thirdly competitive
strategy and finally the business strategy. The second structured categorization matrix will look at
each of the categories chronologically and individually namely, consumer/customer turbulence,
competition intensity and finally the technology turbulence. The third and final structured
categorization matrix analysis will however not be divided into their categories in the analysis
rather the SWOT analysis that is concerned with both internal and external environments will be
analyzed as a whole in a chronologic order.
Each analysis will at the end test the hypothesis and confirm or disprove. The first hypotheses
will evidently show to be proven or disproven by the findings. However, the second hypothesis
will need to be analyzed with matrix 1 and matrix 2 combined. This in order to show the
decentralization focus which is concerned with the corporate strategy. And finally the third
hypothesis will be concluded from the findings in matrix 3.

5.7+

Trustworthiness

Trustworthiness is according to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009, p.274) a combination of
reliability and validity. According to Potter and Levine-Donnerstein (1999), content analysis as a
scientific method need to have a strong case regarding its validity and reliability of the data. They
further strongly suggest that the theory needs to be clear in order to understand what codes need
to be. Further, Potter and Levine-Donnerstein (1999) suggest that reliability and validity are
intertwined. As this paper intends to remove the latent content, only focusing on the manifest
content, as suggested by Potter and Levine-Donnerstein (1999) the manifest content is easy to
observe and analyze, hence, Potter and Levine-Donnerstein (1999) state that reliability is thus
forth a precondition for validity. In the following parts of this section the reliability issues and
validity issues with the data collection and manifest content analysis is presented.
5.7.1+

Reliability

Potter and Levine-Donnerstein (1999) refer to Krippendorff (1980) that accuracy, stability, and
reproducibility are what defines the reliability of a content analysis. According to Saunders, Lewis
and Thornhill (2009, p.158) reliability refers to ’the extent to which your data collection
techniques or analysis procedures will yield consistent findings.’. They further conclude three
questions the author should ask himself, firstly, if there is transparency in how the sense was
made from the data collected. Secondly, if other researchers would reach similar observations and
thirdly, If the results would be the same if the measures were done on a different occasion.
Regarding the data collection, the annual reports are published and not changed after, the
information is consistent and same for every researcher that intends to collect the data and
analyze it. Hence, it would not yield any difference if analyzed during another occasion, nor
would it change the observations in any way.
Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009, p.158) further state that credibility is concerned with
ensuring the researcher that the data correctly understood by the researcher, this is mainly an
concerned with interviews and misunderstanding, the annual reports are written in order to be
understandable for the shareholders of the organization and do not lower the reliability of this
paper. In this case Potter and Levine-Donnerstein (1999) state that the fatigue is the main
concern regarding the threat of reliability. Hence, it is up to the researcher to yield a high
reliability. In this study the three companies selected will be sufficient in order to not lose
concentration during the manifest content analysis.
Regarding the question of transparency in how sense would be made from the data, the
conceptual framework is based on a theoretical literature review, and the structured
categorization is based on that framework. If the framework is accepted the transparency is high.
Hence, the structured categorization approach suggested by Elo & Kyngäs (2007) is the most
reliable and valid approach. As this paper intends to remove the latent content, only focusing on
the manifest content, as suggested by Potter and Levine-Donnerstein (1999) the manifest content
is easy to observe and analyze hence have a high level of reliability.

5.7.2+

Validity

Validity is according to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009, p.157) if the findings really
represent what they intend to do. They further propose five threats for validity, which they define
as history, testing, instrumentation, mortality, and maturity. The only relevant validity threat when
using a manifested content analysis strategy is history. In which the events in the moment of
analysis is the concern. However, this does not concern this paper since it analysis the
organizations over a time and intends to find out the event that changed the strategic
consideration process. The other four threats are concerned with influencing the research object,
since the object is annual reports it is possible to disregard them as validity threats.
Potter and Levine-Donnerstein (1999) suggest that validity is a two-step process in a content
analysis process. The first step is concerned with the development of the coding scheme, they
propose that it should be based on theory, and faithful towards that theory this will help the
scheme to be accomplished with confidence. This paper aims to use the well established strategic
theories in the business context and develop the conceptual framework from them.
The second step that Potter and Levine-Donnerstein (1999) suggest is to develop coding
standards. As the scheme or categorization matrix is based on the conceptual framework the
standards are set by the theoretical framework. This will eliminate the risk of the author creating
his or her own coding scheme during the content analysis according to Potter and LevineDonnerstein (1999). The standards are described in the data collection section of this chapter.
Further this analysis is conducted by one person. This also eliminates the risk of different
perception of the coding categorization. With this approach both the reliability and validity is
presumed to be rather high.

6+

Result
1.$ What role does big data have as a strategic tool for managerial strategic decisions from a
theoretical standpoint?

The conceptual model suggests that big data as a strategic tool for managerial strategic decisions
influence all four of the suggested strategies. It is the only tool fort decision-making when it
comes to corporate strategy and competitive strategy, while it partly influence the business
strategy and the long-term strategy.

2.$ Following this theoretical framework, what impact does big data have on the different
types of strategies in the food processing and beverage industry?
H1. Big data have an impact on all four types of managerial strategic decisions.
H1, is proved, big data have an impact on all four types of managerial strategic decisions as the
conceptual model suggested.
H2. Decentralization is occurring due to increasingly unstable external environments. (affects the
corporate strategy)
H2 is disproved, it was evident for one of the organizations analyzed, hence can not be stated to
be a general phenomenon.
H3. Increased focus on individualization due to increased customer involvement and demand.
(affects the business strategy)
H3 is proved, There is an Increased focus on individualization, and it is due to increased
customer involvement and demand.

7+

Introduction to the empirical findings

The empirical findings are based on the findings in the structured categorization matrix. In order to
make the vast amount of codes more comprehendible and understandable they must be placed in a
context. The codes are presented in three distinct time periods. The periods are based on event that
occurred during the decade. The first crucial event to be considered is the financial crises in 2008, and
the second one technological shift in 2011. Hence, I find it useful to divide the content analysis into
the three timeframes. 2005-2007 Pre-economic instability period, 2008-2011 economic instability
period, and 2012-2014 the post-paradigm period
In the year shift between 2011/2012 a strong shift in focus occurred, technology and consumers
seemed to become more then just forces that needed to be coped with. I use the word paradigm, after
Thomas S. Kuhn’s definition of a scientific paradigm from 1962. I choose to call this an
organizational technological paradigm. This since strategic thinking seems to have changed direction.
It is a new way of doing business and a new reality the organization thrive in. 2012-2014 is the postparadigm period as illustrated in the picture below.

The empirical findings will first introduce the companies individually. Following the brief
organizational presentation, the individual company’s codes are made sense of. The first
structured categorization matrix intends to find out “What strategic focus is presented by the
management in the annual report”. In this matrix the four different strategies are the categories.
This structured categorization matrix is named structured categorization matrix 1.
The second structured categorization matrix intends to find out “What external factors are
considered to be the most important by the management?”. Here the theoretically defined
external environmental factors are the categories. This structured categorization matrix is named
structured categorization matrix 2. The final structured categorization matrix that is made sense
of intends to find out, ”How do the organization view the consumer/customer related factors?”
where the strengths weaknesses, opportunities and threats are the categories. This structured
categorization matrix is named structured categorization matrix 3 in the empirical presentation.
Every company’s codes are presented individually. The intention is to analyze the industry as a
whole in the following chapter.

7.1+

Nestlé a short presentation

Nestlé is the largest food and beverage processing company in the world according to forbes.com
(2015-08-03). It was founded in 1866 in Switzerland and have according to their annual report
(2014) 339 000 employees, and operate in 197 countries.
Nestlé’s main product categories includes, powdered and liquid beverages, mild products,
prepared dishes, nutrition, pet care products, confectionary and water. According to Nestlé, their
objective is “to be the leader in nutrition health and wellness”. Hence, can be considered to be
their long-term strategy (forbes.com 2015-08-03).
Further, Nestlé state that their competitive advantage derives from their internal efficiency such
as hard-to-copy advantages, which are built over a long period throughout the value chain.
Further stating that R&D together with geographical presence, strong values, great people and
entrepreneurial spirit is what makes them competitive on the market (nestlé.com 2015-08-03).
According to datafloq.com (2015-08-15) a social media incident in 2010 forced Nestlé to start
using big data tools in order to analyze the digital environment, engage with their consumers and
increase their reputation in the industry. Further, big data is discussed as a tool for smart water
management in order to yield higher productivity (water-challenge.com 2015-08-03). In addition,
foodmanufacture.co.uk (2015-08-03) state that Nestlé is using big data in order to increase
productivity, find emerging threats and find business opportunities in the production processes.
Following is a presentation of the content analysis matrix of Nestlé’s ‘letter to the shareholders’
in their annual report between the years 2005-2014.
7.1.1+

Structured categorization matrix 1.

___________________________________________________________________________
This section presents the empirical findings for Nestlé in the first structured categorization matrix. This matrix
intends to find out, “What strategic focus is presented by the management in the annual report?”. The empirical
findings are presented in their categories (corporate strategy, competitive strategy, long-term strategy and business
strategy) each category is presented in a chronological order and divided into the time frames pre-economic instability
period (2005-2007) economic instability period (2008-2011) and post-paradigm period (2012-2014).
___________________________________________________________________________
7.1.1.1+

Corporate strategy

Evidently, in Nestlé’s case, the economical environment has been a strategic concern through out the
decade. Even more so during the economic instability period. During the pre-economic instability
period factors such as environmental and political instability have influenced the organizations
strategic decisions. Further, governmental impact and internationalization have been factors that had
an impact on the decision making process. Already in 2007, Nestlé viewed CSR as an external factor
that needed to be coped with, and in 2014, it still was concerned to be of importance.
During the economic instability period, several new external factors were brought up as strategic
considerations. The business environment seems to have become more unstable and the market
seems to have become more flexible hence, more globalized. Environmental concerns became a
crucial external factor and sustainability was a important factor Nestlé needed to cope with.

This period can be characterized as rather turbulent from several perspectives. Stakeholders seem to
have a central role, and in 2011 the external environment seem to be top priority. Nestlé choose to
call this the “new reality”. In the end of this period there was a strong focus on fast environmental
changes in the external environment.
During the post-paradigm period, CSR focus, and legal changes seem to have been a priority. There
was also an increased market complexity and strong focus on internationalization of the organization.
The combination of political, economical and market instability seem to have ended the year 2014.
7.1.1.2+

Competitive Strategy

Nestlé’s share size and strong brand portfolio the size of the organization and their brands have been
a strong factor for competitiveness from 2005-2014. Nestlé presents a focus on both differentiated
high quality niche products and low cost products for the masses. The focus of this period puts R&D
and innovation in focus. This in order to deliver the quality and to met the needs of their consumers.
During the pre-economic instability period, humanitarian focus, consumer communication focus, and
consumer support was raised as factors that need to be consider in order to be competitive on the
market.
During the first part of the economic instability period, consumers where still a key enabler, however
product renovation, and ubiquity strategy was raised as new factors that need to be considered,
Nestlé’s product should be easy to access for everybody. During this period the consumer demand
seem to have dropped due to the economic instability. Further, focus was on the supplier costs which
were considered to be high. This yielded a higher focus on consumer communication, higher
competition, and increased marketing focus in order to stay competitive.
From 2011 and onwards, the digital focus was central. Digital communication, new consumer
channels, increased potential consumers, increased transparency and consumer relationship were
factors that yielded a competitive advantage against the rivalry. Further CSR efforts became more
pronounced making CSR focus during this period a competitive advantage for the organization.
In the post-paradigm period in 2012 and onwards the consumer engagement focus was strong, and
customers seem to have changed their demand, the demand seem to be much more locally oriented.
Hence, Nestlé focused on the local needs in a global industry. The post-paradigm period is
characterized by increasingly adaptability and response to market demand. The competition seems to
have increased and this is coped with increased marketing efforts and broad the current markets both
geographically and product wise.
7.1.1.3+

Long-term strategy

Looking at the long-term strategy the focus is gaining more attention during the period of financial
instability, it is therefor viewed as a basis in crucial times and a guiding star for the long-term success
of Nestlé. However, the long-term strategy is partly extended in 2013. This, due to the changes in the
external environment.

7.1.1.4+

Business Strategy

Internally looking at the business strategy the internal growth, operational efficiency, employee focus,
R&D and innovation are key factor over the decade analyzed. Further, Nestlé have had a strong
managerial focus, and shareholder focus through out the decade. They are strongly concerned with
organic growth internally.
The pre-economic instability period is characterized mainly by internal flexibility, supply-chain
improvement, internal communication, centralization and standardization. It is strongly associated
with internal values and culture. The focus is on delivering what Nestlé does best. This by using the
most efficient and cost effective way. Further, this is achieved by the usage of internal data analysis.
During this period the modernization focus was also a key strategic focus, the idea of product
flexibility could offer them internal efficiency, that could cope with the turbulent market. In 2007 the
focus started to be on internal sustainability which was a key strategy the following years.
During the economic instability period, a clear strategic objectives was important. Everybody in the
organization needed to be on the same page and have the same objectives. This put even more focus
on the internal values, internal culture and trust inside the organization. By the end of this period,
focus was on understanding the consumers more. Hence, co-operation with consumers on the local
markets became an important strategy in order to be productive and do the right things. Internally the
technological landscape had changed, technical training was by 2011 a key strategy in order to be
more productive.
In the post-paradigm period globalization was an evident factor for the business strategy. Increased
decentralization and global standardization was factor that enabled the company objectives to be in
line with the long-term strategy. Further, talent recruiting was viewed as an important factor. Another
focus during the first period was on doing well short-term wise. Internal production capacity was a
factor due to increased demand. Also internal talent recruitment in order to be competitive was
factors that were considered important in order to be successful with the business strategy.

7.1.2+

Structured categorization matrix 2

___________________________________________________________________________
This section presents the empirical findings for Nestlé in the second structured categorization matrix. This matrix
intends to find out, “What external factors are considered to be the most important by the management?”. The
empirical findings are presented in their categories (Consumer/customer turbulence, competition intensity and
technological turbulence) each category is presented in a chronological order and divided into the time frames preeconomic instability period (2005-2007) economic instability period (2008-2011) and post-paradigm period
(2012-2014).
___________________________________________________________________________
7.1.2.1+

Consumer/customer turbulence

During the pre-economic instability period the consumer needs and demands were at focus,
during this period Nestlé also was interested in having insight into the consumers demands in
order to understand what the market demand. Further the consumer trends were at focus and
their needs were strongly considered to be valuable information for the organization. During the
economic instability period the consumers became much more price sensitive and risk averse.
The trends were however still at focus but the consumer trust was low. Hence, communication
through new consumer channels with digital communication enabled Nestlé to increase the
confidence that during this period was considered to be rather low, and enable the consumers to
co-operate. Also an increased amount of consumers enabled Nestlé to focus on new markets.
During the post paradigm period the “new reality” was evident, this changed the consumer needs
and the strong individualization focus was evident.
7.1.2.2+

Competition intensity

During the pre-economic instability period there was a perception of high competitiveness on the
market. However, to cope with the focus niche products that were low-cost was the focus and
strong communication outwards to consumers was the way to cope with the consumers as a
force. Further, supplier prices were high and consumer values needed to be met in order to be
competitive on the market.
During the economic instability period, supplier-cost was still high, the consumers were
perceived to be price sensitive and risk averse. The demand was generally low. The market during
this period was also characterized by a high competition. This was the ”new reality” according to
Nestlé’s management. The way to cope with these forces was to focus on the consumer value,
find new markets that arose and focus on the fast changing environment that is characterized by
the “new reality”.
The post paradigm period however was strongly associated with the “new reality”. The
competition increased, and market complexity made it harder to cope with the forces.

7.1.2.3+

Technological turbulence

The pre-economic instability period was characterized by some technological opportunities and
new innovations. During the economic instability period the “new reality” the external
environment truly created a technology turbulence, this enabled new type of consumer
communication, opened up new consumer channels, and digital communication was the norm.
This is also what characterized the post paradigm period.
7.1.3+

Structured categorization matrix 3

___________________________________________________________________________
This section presents the empirical findings for Nestlé in the third structured categorization matrix. This matrix
intends to find out ”How do the organization view the consumer/customer related factors?”. The empirical findings
are presented two and two (strength weakness as internal factors, opportunity and threat as external factors) the
presentation is in a chronological order and divided into the time frames pre-economic instability period (20052007) economic instability period (2008-2011) and post-paradigm period (2012-2014).
___________________________________________________________________________
During the pre-economic instability period Nestlé noticed that the consumer demands and trends
were opportunities they could take advantage of. However, they also considered the economic
instability during that period to be a threat on the external market. Further, the large consumer
base and their use of sales analysis were internal strengths, the issues they had with quality that
was perceived as a weakness was then turned into a strength. During the economic instability
period the external environment was considered to be weak, there was a low consumer demand,
the consumer were price sensitive and were very risk averse with a low confidence in
organizations. However, this was viewed as an opportunity by Nestlé as the consumer trust was
something they had, they had unique offers that met the consumers needs, and a good
communication towards them.
However, in 2011 the “new reality” was evident and new opportunities arose. Digital
communication and new consumer channels were opportunities that the company could take
advantage of. Further, the consumer niche products and consumer co-operation was considered
to be an opportunity, this, since Nestlé understood the consumer needs, values and demands.
They considered their understanding to be an organizational strength. Further strengths, during
this period included their CSR recognition and their relationship focus with consumers.
During the post-paradigm period several factors that previously were considered to be
opportunities, were now strengths. Consumer involvement, and consumer engagement enabled
the company to have products that were more individualized, hence, considered to be strengths.
Further consumer opportunities were consumer individuality, creating niches and understanding
the needs of the increasingly amount of potential consumers. However, these consumer changes
are not predictable therefor, can also be considered to be a threat. In conclusion there needs to
be a two-way communication instead of a one way like it was during the pre-economic instability
period.

7.2+

Unilever a short presentation

___________________________________________________________________________
Unilever is the fourth largest food and beverage-processing corporation in the world according to
forbes.com (2015-08-03). It was founded 1922 in Great Britten. By 2014, Unilever had more then
172 000 employees operate in more than 190 countries, this according to their annual report
(2014).
According to unilever.com (2015-08-03), their three long-term strategic visions are to double the
size of their business, reduce their environmental footprint, and increase their positive social
impact. This is done through, personal care, home care, foods, refreshment and emerging
markets. Further, unilever.com (2015-08-03) state that innovation is a key enabler for staying
competitive, innovation is done by meeting the customer needs and respect the customers and
society.
According to information-age.com (2015-08-03) Swimer, the vice president for business
intelligence at Unilever stated that information management is crucial when trying to reach their
long-term strategic goals. It is according to Swimer a way to help customer meet their needs in a
more effective and better way and the company is trying to embed data and analytics into the
business processes.
In 2012 Unilever stated that consumer data is increasing exponentially day by day. The aim is to
use consumer data and social media data, not only for marketing purpose but also in order to be
more creative and more efficient. It is inline with Unilever’s long-term strategy and a way to give
consumers a better experience. (www.unilever.com 2015-08-19).
7.2.1+

Structured categorization matrix 1.

___________________________________________________________________________
This section presents the empirical findings for Unilever in the first structured categorization matrix. Which
intends to find out, “What strategic focus is presented by the management in the annual report?”. The empirical
findings are presented in their categories (corporate strategy, competitive strategy, long-term strategy and business
strategy) each category is presented in a chronological order and divided into the time frames pre-economic instability
period (2005-2007) economic instability period (2008-2011) and post-paradigm period (2012-2014).
___________________________________________________________________________
7.2.1.1+

Corporate strategy

During the pre-economic instability period the focus was on internationalization. But by the end of
this period the environmental factors seem to have been raised in importance. CSR focus is a external
factor that follows through out the analysis.
During the economic instability period evidently the economic instability was a factor from 2008 and
onwards. However, sustainability became a key strategic focus and it was clear that the environment
was rapidly changing. By the end of this period also the political stability raised in importance.
During the post-paradigm period CSR focus as an external force raised in importance. The external
environment demanded CSR focus and Unilever had a strong focus on taking responsibility. This
CSR focus goes hand in hand with the social environment instability were Unilever is a strong player.

Further, during this period the environmental complexity was a factor that needed to be coped with,
and the competitive strategies were to be focused towards the more demanding consumers and
increased competitiveness.
7.2.1.2+

Competitive strategy

Regarding the competitive strategy, Unilever seem to always kept an eye on the competitors.
Competition have been a focus through out the decade analyzed. Further, Unilever have during the
ten years analyzed focused strongly on marketing and advertising as a competitive advantage.
Consumer focus have been important, and strong relationship bonds with their customers is
considered to be a competitive strength of Unilever.
Unilever’s brands seem to be a strong competitive force. Through out the decade, brands have
constantly been a factor for competitiveness. Furthermore, CSR seem to be an important factor for
competitiveness for Unilever. This since CSR efforts have been in focus and been used as a
competitive strategy since 2006.
Looking at the pre-economic instability period, Unilever’s share size seems to be a way to cope with
the forces of the market. Having a good relationship with suppliers and customers is a focus that
enables Unilever to deliver a good value chain proposition to final consumers. Already in 2007
Unilever understood that local consumers have different needs then previously, and a way of
delivering value is by understanding their needs on a local level.
During the first part of the economic instability period, there was a strong focus on consumer needs,
further CSR efforts and recognition seem to be a way to cope with the industry and stay competitive
on the market. Communication with the external environment raised in importance and consumer
and customer service was a factor that needed to be managed correctly. By the second part of this
period the real issues with price sensitive consumers and low consumer demand showed to be areas
that needed to be dealt with.
During the post-paradigm period, strong social media presents was a way for Unilever to stay
competitive. Also engaging with the consumers and customers formed a relationship bond and
generate trust. Still during this period CSR focus was strong, and sustainability was a factor that had a
lot of focus in order to stay competitive. This period is further characterized by low-prices focus and
short response time for the consumer demands in a global context. However, the global environment
is coped with on a local level, hence understanding local competition and local consumers as a global
actor.
7.2.1.3+

Long-term strategy

Unilever’s long-term strategy seem to be constant and set in one point in time and thereafter
followed. During all three of the periods analyzed the long-term strategy focus seem to have been
strong.
7.2.1.4+

Business Strategy

The main business strategy focus presented in the annual reports of Unilever is innovation, R&D
employment, growth and operational efficiency. These focuses follow through the ten years analyzed.
During the pre-economic instability period standardization and shifting short term strategies where

strategies at focus. This in order to create value but also in order to be cost effective. However, in the
end of this period the business strategy put more emphasize on technology, this in order to improve
the internal co-operation and be more flexible internally.
In the first part of the economic instability period business strategy focus was on improving the
supply chain, the internal culture, internal value, internal trust and individual accountability. During
this time the internal IT focus increased and put more emphasize on the internal information, product
launch speed, product quality and operational efficiency. Further, during the second part of the
economic instability period more focus was directed towards the employees and internal innovation.
The focus shifts towards more short-term focus, but still the internal efficiency and growth was in
focus, and focus towards a well developed supply chain was the way to keep operational efficiency
high.
During the post-paradigm period CSR internally and internal sustainability was in focus. Internally
there was also a strong employee focus, were gender equality was a factor for increased productivity
and creativity. Further, talents were highly sought after during this period. From a digital standpoint
social media was internally viewed as a way to increase productivity and get feedback from consumers
and strong focus was on developing partnerships with current and new consumers and customers.

7.2.2+

Structured categorization matrix 2

___________________________________________________________________________
This section presents the empirical findings for Unilever in the second structured categorization matrix. This
matrix intends to find out, “What external factors are considered to be the most important by the management?”.
The empirical findings are presented in their categories (Consumer/customer turbulence, competition intensity and
technological turbulence) each category is presented in a chronological order and divided into the time frames preeconomic instability period (2005-2007) economic instability period (2008-2011) and post-paradigm period
(2012-2014).
___________________________________________________________________________

7.2.2.1+

Consumer/customer turbulence

Unilever early focused on the CSR efforts as something demanded by the consumers, they view it
as a trend, and the focus was to meet the local consumers needs as a global organization.
However, during the economic instability period, the consumers became much more price
sensitive. CSR was however still something considered to be asked by the consumers, and
sustainability and environmental trends were prioritized. However, this period was characterized
by a low demand in products.
In order to cope with the decreased product demand social media presents became a strong
focus during the post-paradigm period, this enabled the consumer to engage with the company as
the consumer engagement was viewed as a external and important trend during this period. This
also enabled trust to increase which during this period was low, understanding the consumers
and meet their now more demanding needs.

7.2.2.2+

Competition intensity

The competition intensity during the ten years analyzed in Unilever’s case seem to have been
high and it escalated during the post paradigm period. However, during the pre-economic
instability period the supplier costs were also a consideration for the competitive environment.
During the economic instability period the price sensitivity became a crucial factor that needed to
be coped with in order to stay competitive on the market. During the post-paradigm the
complexity of the market was a factor for increased competition, partnership with different
external actors was a way to stay competitive. The increased competition became locally focused
and it was not longer just the major firms that was a threat, however, they were still considered to
be a strong force on the market. fast market demand response became a competitive advantage,
and recruiting talents seemed to be a way to cope with the forces of the market.
7.2.2.3+

Technology turbulence

During the pre economic period there was a strong technological focus, however this focus was
for internal usage mainly in order to increase the product efficiency. During the economic
instability period the rapid changing environment made IT focus and the internal information
even more important.
During the post-paradigm period Social media was a strong focus, hence, IT investments were a
need, here recruiting talents that understand the technological platforms was a need in order for
the company to engage with the consumers.
7.2.3+

Structured categorization matrix 3

___________________________________________________________________________
This section presents the empirical findings for Unilever in the third structured categorization matrix. This matrix
intends to find out ”How do the organization view the consumer/customer related factors?”. The empirical findings
are presented two and two (strength weakness as internal factors, opportunity and threat as external factors) the
presentation is in a chronological order and divided into the time frames pre-economic instability period (20052007) economic instability period (2008-2011) and post-paradigm period (2012-2014).
___________________________________________________________________________
During the pre-economic instability period Unilever was very positive regarding the external
environment, CSR efforts and the environmental focus was considered to be opportunities that
they could take advantage off. Their strengths during this period included, understanding the
consumer value, and having a good relationship and manage the customers well. Further they
focused strongly on the local consumers already during the pre-economic instability period
making it an internal strength.
During the economic instability period several threats arose, mainly the economical,
environmental and political instability were considered to be factors influencing the consumers
and customers in a negative way. However, the strength of CSR focus internally enabled the
environmental concerns to be an opportunity. Further strengths, during this period includes the
service focus with the consumers and customers. And having a good communication and
understanding the consumers needs and demands.

During the post-paradigm period, the consumer trust and low demand were external threats that
needed to be coped with. Further, the strong focus on social media presents made consumer and
customer engagement a strength. The CSR focus was still a factor that was an internal strength as
the company values are strongly connected with social and environmental well being.

7.3+

PepsiCo A short presentation

PepsiCo is the third largest food and beverage corporation in the world based on market value
according to Forbes.com (2015-08-03). It was founded after a merger in 1965 Pepsico.com
(2015-08-03). By 2014, they had more then 271 000 employees operate in more than 200
countries according to their annual report (2014). PepsiCo is also producing snack products such
as Frito-Lays and Walkers chips.
PepsiCo’s main vision is 'performance with purpose' where the focus is financial success with
positive imprint on society. Their guiding principles include care for customers and the
community, products they can be proud of, be truthful, and focus on both long-term and shortterm strategic decisions.
Forbes.com (2015-08-03) did an interview in 2011, with the former CIO at PepsiCo Latin
America Dieago Saenz who stated that it was the competition that made PepsiCo implement big
data strategy, and it is the customer level that needs to be analyzed in order to be productive and
competitive.
7.3.1+

Structured categorization matrix 1

___________________________________________________________________________
This section presents the empirical findings for PepsiCo in the first structured categorization matrix. Which intends
to find out, “What strategic focus is presented by the management in the annual report?”. The empirical findings
are presented in their categories (corporate strategy, competitive strategy, long-term strategy and business strategy)
each category is presented in a chronological order and divided into the time frames pre-economic instability period
(2005-2007) economic instability period (2008-2011) and post-paradigm period (2012-2014).
___________________________________________________________________________
7.3.1.1+

Corporate Strategy

Regarding corporate strategy in PepsiCo’s case CSR and environmental sustainability have been in
strong focus through out the decade analyzed. As they are a global organization internationalization
have been a factor that needed to be dealt with for development of a sustainable corporate strategy.
PepsiCo was rather early in their analyze of the environmental instability. During the pre-economic
instability period, the main factors were environment complexity, economic instability and natural
environmental instability. Hence, it was natural that CSR have been in focus already from 2005.
During the economic instability period further emphasize was on the external environmental
instability, there, mainly economic and natural environment was key factors discussed. Further, there
was a strong focus on PepsiCo’s role for sustainability in the global context. Already in 2008
PepsiCo’s experienced faster changing environments, and increasing consumer demands. by 2009 the

focus on CSR was raised and followed through to 2014.
During the second half of the economic instability period PepsiCo experienced an industrialization
focus. The need to provide consumers with low price high quality products. This was a factor that
followed through to 2014. Also an increase in decentralization and increasingly demanding consumers
were a fact. The environment in 2010 seem to be even more rapidly changing and it was a factor that
PepsiCo was aware of and needed to deal with. By 2011, PepsiCo experienced increasingly political
instability as a global organization, however, they also experienced a more positive social
environment.
In the post-paradigm period there was an increase in environmental changes, and new market trends
arose. In 2013 PepsiCo experienced increasingly changing environments, and they named it the “new
normal”. The new normal was the increasingly demanding consumers, increasingly changing demands
and the strong technological leap that occurred during the previous years. It was viewed as a new way
of doing business. This “new normal” shows its traces in 2014, where the corporate strategy of
PepsiCo is focusing on the change in digital environment, change in consumer demand, the change in
social environment, and the increased need for transparency in the organization towards the external
environment.
7.3.1.2+

Competitive strategy

PepsiCo’s focus on the competitive strategy through out the decade have been focus on consumer
demand and their strong brands as a competitive advantage and a way to cope with the external
forces. During the pre-economic instability period PepsiCo was early to recognize the potential of
being present on the internet, already in 2005 PepsiCo had a focus to collect consumer and customer
data insight in order to understand the needs and demands. Further, they focused on low price
competition and had strong marketing efforts. In 2006 they recognized an increased competition and
focused strongly on their quality.
During the first part of the economic instability period sustainability was a focus that yielded a
competitive advantage against the competitors, it was also an increase in focus regarding the supplier
costs and the Internet focus was again raised to awareness. During this period CSR effort were viewed
as a competitive advantage and marketing efforts were high. However, during the second part of the
economic instability period technology was at focus, it was a way to distinguish one self from the
competitors but also a way to understand the consumer needs. Consumer demand was now on a local
level. Hence, it was more niche oriented. However, the CSR efforts continue to be strong and
customer demand started to be in focus. By 2011 the consumer demand was changing, the brand
focus became stronger in order to differentiate PepsiCo’s products, and market and consumer trends
were in focus in order to understand and deliver what was desired.
During the post-paradigm period a major change in the external forces was apparent. The
technological and “new consumer” change was key for coping with the external forces. The trends
were towards social media in order to interact with the consumers and get response, online retailing
became a way to cope with the increased competition and the ”new competitors”. Consumers were
now digitally empowered and their behavior, such as local taste, engagement such as co-advertising,
and co-creation was a fact. This focused on increased marketing efforts and an focus on innovation.
It was a relationship building process with the consumers. Further, there was a need to be recognized
globally in order to win over the increased amount of potential consumers.
The digital trend followed in 2013 and 2014, the consumer influence was still a key factor for
competitiveness, but the mobile technology increased in order to meet the customer demand and be

more productive. Understanding the consumers became even more important. The increased demand
and increased competitiveness lead to increased focus on adaptability towards the consumer local
needs, E-commerce became a important way of dealing with the competitors and interaction with
consumers digitally was key, this was done through social media channels where the consumers
engaged themselves in the organization, mobile technology became more important, and marketing
was now digital and much more agile towards the consumers PepsiCo intended to reach. It was now a
two-way communication with the consumers, and the co-creation in both production and advertising
continued to be a competitive advantage in order to cope with the forces.
7.3.1.3+

Long-term strategy

PepsiCo has during the years analyzed been consistent with their long-term strategy. It has had a
strong focus especially during the economic instability period. They have always seen themselves as a
part of the environmental solution rather then viewing it as a instability. Hence, the CSR focus has
been a big part of their long-term strategy.
7.3.1.4+

Business Strategy

PepsiCo’s business strategy has over the time analyzed changed drastically. However some factors
have been in priority for the internal business strategy. The one most noticeable is the focus on the
employees. This has been a focus through out the decade with focus on both diversity of employees
and talent recruiting. Further innovation has been a priority from 2005 and R&D focus was stated to
be in focus in 2007 in order to increase the internal productivity.
During the pre-economic instability period internal efficiency was at focus. Here the operational
efficiency and internal growth enabled the business strategy to be fulfilled. During this period focus
was on the improvement in supply chain and the IT infrastructure. This, in order to yield higher
productivity for the shareholders and enable internal growth. Further, the focus on individual
responsibility was a way for PepsiCo to enable creativity and a way to focus on the internal culture,
values and product quality. However, by 2006 PepsiCo was already understanding that consumer
behavior was a way to improve the internal productivity. The focus by 2007 were strongly associate
with internal IT focus, technology was a factor that helped to enable the short-term strategies to be
reached and CSR seemed to a way to increase the productivity of the organization.
During the four years of the economic instability period the growth focus was still strong.
The short-term strategies were to be reached by focusing on the internal culture where the internal
trust was a key factor in the time of economic uncertainty. Further, PepsiCo focused on gaining new
talents, and improving the production cost by lowering the supply costs and increased the focus on
the value chain. During this period, management seemed to play a key role in the unstable
environment. Consumer behavior also got a great deal of attention helping PepsiCo to focus on
innovation and R&D. As a part of the culture, CSR and a strong sustainability focus enabled PepsiCo
to have high operational efficiency. By the end of the economic instability period the shareholder
focus increased also increased.
In the post-paradigm period, the IT focus internally was evident, IT was used for internal decision
making and internal measurement. Big data enabled PepsiCo to take more strategic calculated
decisions that were centralized. The database was now on global consumers, and focusing on the
consumer behaviors enabled the company to increase quality and analyze the consumer demands
more accurately in order to have higher operational efficiency. But still the internal culture, such as
CSR and the talent recruitment focus was at top.

During 2013, the digital technology focus increased in importance, to focus now was on mobile
technology in order to meet the customers demands in order to improve the value chain. New digital
tools were developed for analyzing the productivity and consumer behavior. The digital landscape had
changed internally and the digital security focus was higher then ever. However, as for 2012 the
internal culture and operational efficiency were still top priority in order for the short-termed business
strategies to be reached.
By 2014, the consumer’s played an increased role in order to reach the short-termed strategic goals.
Information was to be centralized, and the production was to be more consumer adaptable.
Consumers now wanted to be digitally engaged in both co-creation of advertising to co-creation of
products. It was no longer PepsiCo who speaks to the consumers by analyzing their demands and
needs it was rather a digital two-way communication that was in focus. Further, size of the
organization and the internal resources together with the eco-system had a strong focus in order to
reach the short-term business strategic objectives.
7.3.2+

Structured categorization matrix 2

___________________________________________________________________________
This section presents the empirical findings for PepsiCo in the second structured categorization matrix. This
matrix intends to find out, “What external factors are considered to be the most important by the management?”.
The empirical findings are presented in their categories (Consumer/customer turbulence, competition intensity and
technological turbulence) each category is presented in a chronological order and divided into the time frames preeconomic instability period (2005-2007) economic instability period (2008-2011) and post-paradigm period
(2012-2014).
___________________________________________________________________________
7.3.2.1+

Consumer/customer turbulence

During the pre-economic instability period the turbulence and trends from consumer were
mainly about understanding their needs, and behavior. They were the “new consumers”. This
meant that during the economic instability period, the consumers started to demand
sustainability, and CSR efforts. Still during this period, the consumer demand was a source for
information. However, their trust seemed to have decreased, and perceived as low by the
industry. PepsiCo was the first company of the analyzed to focused strongly on the consumer
trends, where they noticed that the demand seems to have changed and was more locally
oriented.
It is during the beginning of the post paradigm period, PepsiCo found that the consumer trends
really changed the organization. the digital revolution during post paradigm period enabled
consumers to demand online retailing, social media contact and being a part of the production
process. Consumers became co-creators in both production and advertising. This enabled
PepsiCo, to analyze consumer behavior, and understand their demands in much more detail.
During this period the mobile technology developed which helped the customers to increase
efficiency. The demand during this period also increased and consumers intended to influence
the organization with demanding more CSR and sustainability efforts. The digital change enabled
PepsiCo to adapt the products more to the consumer needs, which now where more local. It also
enabled for a digital two-way communication and not just providing the consumers with what
they wanted but also to get feedback and critique.

7.3.2.2+

Competition intensity

The competition intensity during the pre-economic instability period was characterized by high
competition, and environmental complexity. The focus was on high supply costs which PepsiCo
saw as a negative force. These forces continued during the economic instability period with even
greater competition and higher supplier costs. However, CSR focus was a way to stay
competitive in the complex environment.
During the post-paradigm period there was “new competitors” this increased the competitive
nature of the industry, here strong marketing efforts that understood the trends, and improved
supply chain were ways to cope with the the “new normal”. Now the marketing was more agile,
and the consumers became a part of the advertising campaigns.
7.3.2.3+

Technology turbulence

PepsiCo was rather early to spot the technological changes in the industry, and they focused
strongly on consumer and customer insight in order to understand the trends. Further,
investments were done in IT, this in order to improve the infrastructure, and the capabilities in
order to increase the productivity. During the economic instability period PepsiCo noticed faster
changing environment and put more focus on the technology. But it was not until the post
paradigm period that the strong technological turbulence was evident.
PepsiCo had a very strong digital technology focus, using digital tools in order to use analytics to
understand the digital consumer behavior. This period is also characterized by increased digital
security awareness.
During this period the consumers wanted to be a part of the creation process for both
advertising and production. The consumers were digitally empowered. This enabled PepsiCo to
focus on global consumer databases, and their internal IT was improved and used for decisionmaking. The digital landscape became important; e-commerce was a technological turbulence
that required a new digital eco-system. Social media was a key enabler for two-way
communication with consumers, and more agile digital marketing.

7.3.3+

Structured categorization matrix 3

___________________________________________________________________________
This section presents the empirical findings for PepsiCo in the third structured categorization matrix. This matrix
intends to find out ”How do the organization view the consumer/customer related factors?”. The empirical findings
are presented two and two (strength weakness as internal factors, opportunity and threat as external factors) the
presentation is in a chronological order and divided into the time frames pre-economic instability period (20052007) economic instability period (2008-2011) and post-paradigm period (2012-2014).
___________________________________________________________________________
During the pre-economic instability period PepsiCo had to deal with sever consumer factor
threats economic, environmental and social instability were shaping the external environment.
However, their strengths during this period were their consumer and customer demand focus,
their current CSR efforts as it is embedded in their culture, and their IT efforts with having
consumer and customer insight data.
During the economic instability period threats such as political and environmental instability
became evident, especially the economical instability was evident. However, PepsiCo’s strengths
during this period was their strong sustainability focus and understanding the consumer and
customer demands. They had strong focus on marketing and the CSR focus continued. The local
consumers became a strength since they understood what their needs and demands were.
Further, the consumer and market trends became more important and were viewed as internal
strength. Opportunities during this period included strong consumer demand change, which
PepsiCo hoped to fulfill, and during this period the social economical change seemed to be more
positive.
During the post-paradigm period several new opportunities came up, the “new consumers” were
evidently an opportunity since PepsiCo saw local trends, social media presents, consumer
response, global consumer database, and online retailing as their strengths. Further, customer
relationship created a strength for the organization. However, the market seemed to be
unpredictable and change could occur hence making it a threat. Hence, opportunities were about
including consumers in the production and advertising process as co-creators. Digital consumer
power was thus forth viewed as an opportunity.

8+

Introduction to analysis.

Analyzing the the content analysis over the decade between 2005-2014, patterns indeed emerge. The
analysis follow the same strategy as described in the empirical findings chapter. There is a distinct
definition between the pre-economic instability period (2005-2007) economic instability period (20082011) and post-paradigm period (2012-2014) evidently the year 2011 was a paradigm shift in how
companies do business. Hence, it is mainly what this analysis will focus on.
It is further evident, that all of these companies are global organizations and are affected by global
turbulence and concerns. These issues need to be taken into account when analyzing companies of
this size and geographical presents. Hence, political issues in a different part of the world are factors
influencing the strategic decisions at the headquarter, no matter where it is located.
In order to analyze my first H1 “if big data have had impact on the four different types of strategies”
I have to exclude the ones that seem to be constant over the decade. This will enable me to confirm
or disprove the hypothesis. Hence, finding the changes of strategic focus over the time period
analyzed. Following this approach, the introduction of every strategy will show which strategies are
constant over the time period. Therefor, not influencing the change.
In this analysis I intend to start by analyzing each strategy by itself to see if big data have had any
impact on it. The first strategy to be analyzed is the corporate strategy, evidently this regards the
natural environment and the turbulence that occur. Following is the long-term strategy, competitive
strategy and finally the internal business strategy.

8.1+

Structured categorization matrix 1 analysis

______________________________________________________________________
In order to prove or disprove my first hypothesis the industry as a whole need to be analyzed. Here the elements of
the individual organizations are combined. Every strategy is tested by itself in order to see if H1 “Big data have
an impact on all four types of managerial strategic decisions in the food and beverage industry”
can be confirmed or disregarded.
___________________________________________________________________
8.1.1+

Corporate strategy

Evidently the external environment has changed during the past decade. The corporate strategy
factors, for Nestlé the “new reality”, and for PepsiCo the “new normal” are clear evidence for a
paradigm shift in the way organizations do business. In the end external environment is viewed as
more complex for all three of organization during the post-paradigm period.
The focus during the pre-economical instability was characterized generally by increased
internationalization. Different focus was presented for instance PepsiCo and Unilever focused on
environmental instability, CSR and sustainability and Nestlé had strong focus on the economic and
political instability and the governmental impact. The strong CSR focus during the pre-economic
instability is mainly due to the focus of the industry. They aim to do good for the social environment

and be profitable as a long-term strategic objective.
During the economic instability period, economic instability, and market change was evident for all
three of the organizations. All three companies started to focus on faster changing environments and
increased complexities and environmental, social, and political instability. PepsiCo recognized that
responsibility and trust was a external factor that played a crucial role for the corporate strategy
success. And Nestlé recognized that the external environment was harder to predict then before.
Comparing this to the post-paradigm period the consumers were a source for valuable information.
The companies started to be engaged and involved in the operation as an external actor. For Nestlé it
was a ”new reality” and for PepsiCo a ”new normal”. The companies focused on involving the
consumer and engaging with them with the help of technological improvements. This are clear
evidence for a paradigm shift in the way organizations do business. It was important to understand
the consumer needs in order to cope with the increasingly complex external environment. As the
instability, complexity and changes occurred in the external environment the consumers got to play a
more important role as a global actor. Hence, consumer information has been processed in order to
develop valuable information for the organization and involving them as producers clearly defines big
data’s role in the corporate strategy.
Clearly, this paradigm shift is not going to change back to a less complex and demanding
environment. CSR efforts are going to gain more importance as evidently the consumers and society
demands more efforts. The organizations express themselves as being CSR focused, evidently it is
important that the global actors take a responsible role and be a part of the solution. The industry is
strongly characterized by the external environment, especially the social and economical and increased
understanding of the external environment is in line with their long-term success.
8.1.2+

Long-term strategy

Long-term strategy should be constant, however, for Nestlé the increased information access has
changed the long-term strategy of the organization, which does not in line with the theory proposed.
In general, it seems that during periods of instability the long-term strategy is more important. Longterm strategy is a combination of CSR and profitability in this industry, CSR is influenced by the
understanding of the environment, of the consumer needs and their demands. Organizations intends
to take on the responsibility role, and with the help of digital technology the CSR efforts can be
enhanced. Therefor big data plays a crucial role as all of the organizations see themselves as a solution
of the social and environmental problems and takes action as a part of their long-term strategy.
Evidently the CSR efforts are analyzed throughout the big data tools and decisions are taken with
help from them.
8.1.3+

Competitive Strategy

Initially, the competitive strategy was mainly on coping with the external forces. Providing higher
value for the consumers and understanding their demands. The competitiveness arose from providing
higher quality to a lower prices and having strong brands in the portfolio. Nestlé also discuss the
focus on innovation and CSR as a competitive advantage during the pre-economic instability period.
But, Unilever and PepsiCo state that traditional marketing efforts were a way to cope with the
external forces. At this point the the goal was also to communicate the message to the consumers,
and create a relationship in a sense.

During the economic instability period the strategic focus on the competitive strategy was the
consumers, and the high competition. The consumers started to have different demands, they became
more price sensitive and they needed to be addressed locally, this meant more niche products towards
a more differentiation strategy. Further, during this period PepsiCo started focusing on the Internet as
a way of competitive advantage, this in order to create consumer and customer value, but also to
analyze the competitors. Nestlé however, focused on external consumer communication, this in order
to create trust since trust during this period was indeed a competitive advantage. However, Unilever
did during this period strongly focus on advertising to meet the decreasing consumer demand.
During the post paradigm period the consumers became even more important, social media presents,
and creating consumer trust were important factors. Consumer now wanted to be a part of the
organization, therefor consumer engagement became a competitive advantage. Global presents were a
competitive factor but still consumer were treated after their local needs. Faster product launches that
were individualized towards the consumer needs, were the way to stay competitive. The period is
characterized by a higher focus on digitalization as a competitive advantage. Internal IT focus,
centralization of information, and consumer co-production in both advertising and products were
ways to cope with the strongly increasing competitiveness.
IT was used for decision-making hence, being more accurate. Further mobile technology was used in
order to cope with the customer demands, And by 2014, the digital trends were greater then ever,
with digital marketing, mobile technology, presents in social media and E-commerce. Advertising
were a way to reach the right consumers, with the right message at the right time. Consumer were
now more then ever a form of producing consumers.
Evidently a way to stay competitive is to understand the external environment. The better the
organization understands the increasingly demanding consumers, customers, their competitors,
suppliers and fluctuating market trends the easier they can cope with the forces. Hence, big data plays
a major role for the competitive advantage of the organization.
8.1.4+

Business strategy

The business strategy have over the period analyzed been characterized by operational efficiency,
internal growth strong innovation focus, R&D focus, and employee focus. However, as I intend to
explain several new focuses arose during the post-paradigm period, as a result from big data analysis.
The pre-economic instability period was strongly associated with the own production efficiency to
meet the short-term goals set by the organizations. However, PepsiCo was rather early to focus their
internal efficiency such as internal IT capabilities which enabled them to be more productive and have
a workforce diversity that yielded creativity. By the end of this period Unilever stated to have a strong
technology focus in order to increase their productivity.
During the economic instability period internal trust became a factor that needed to be coped with in
order to reach the short-term goals. Sustainability in the production was a way to reach the long-term
goals short-term wise, and the internal culture and internal values became more evident. Also the
individual responsibility was a way to increase the productivity internally. Evidently a strong focus on
talent recruitment and viewing the consumer demands as a way to understand what to produce shortterm wise. In general, the CSR focus was a part of the long-term strategy and needed to be considered
internally short-term as well. Nestlé stated in 2011 that technical training focus was a way to reach the
short-term goals and be more productive, hence consumer involvement is crucial for the success of

production.
All this is consistent with the theory proposed in the framework. However, it is during the postparadigm period that the external environment starts to interact with the production process. First,
strongly focus on decentralization as a key enabler for short-term success and a global standardization
focus is a important strategy. The industry starts to focus on social media in their internal business
strategy, later, to have strong IT-focus and consumer engagement as a key enabler to reach the shortterm strategic goals.
However, PepsiCo is considering the digitalization as a strong impact factor for the business strategy.
Centralizing information into global consumer databases and using IT for decision making makes
consumers information of vast importance. Further, PepsiCo state that consumers are co-producers
and “new consumers” they are part of the production process. Analyzing their needs and behaviors
interacting and making them help the production process makes the consumers a key enabler for the
short-term strategic success that enables the long-term strategy to be reached. Big data is therefor a
key enabler for the business strategy to be successful. Hence, I can confirm that big data have an
impact on all four types of managerial strategic decisions.

8.2+

Structured categorization matrix 2 analysis

______________________________________________________________________
In order to prove or disprove my second hypothesis the industry as a whole need to be analyzed. Here the elements
of the individual organizations are combined. Every external factor is tested by itself. This in order to see if H2
can be confirmed or disregarded.
______________________________________________________________________
8.2.1+

Consumer/customer turbulence

During the pre-economic instability period consumer and customer turbulence were not strongly
shifting. Traditionally the consumer turbulence was characterized by having insight in the
consumer trends, needs and demands. CSR focus was during this period something that
consumers demanded and something that generally was in line with the industry values. It was
during this period that the industry understood that local consumers do indeed have different
needs.
During the first part of the economic instability period the external environmental instability
clearly had an effect on the consumers. Hence, created new trends. These trends were
characterized by price sensitivity, and low trust. The consumers were much more risk averse then
before which in turn meant more price sensitive. Evidently, this partly because of the financial
crisis in 2008 but it can further be explained by the increased consumer awareness due to
increased digital information access around the globe. Further, a consumer trend were that a
middle-class was growing. There were more potential consumers and new markets became
potential. By the end of the economic instability period the consumer confidence was still low.
However, new communication channels were available, and consumers became much more
involved and important as their local demands were aimed to be met. As the consumers now
were a source of information the industry understood that sustainability and CSR efforts were

much more important then previously expected. This enabled the industry to view environmental
sustainability, and CSR as an external consumer trend.
During the post paradigm period, The market had changed, it was a “new reality” there were
“new consumers” and these needed to be dealt with. These consumers were more aware, more
interested and strongly digitally empowered. They demanded more individual treatment and their
information became and important part of the business strategy. Further, they were during the
post-paradigm period un-trustful and demanded increased transparency. Further trends were coproduction in both advertising and production. The consumers were now a central part of the
business strategy. Consumers demanded more easy communication, and mobile technology
became an important tool satisfying this need. Further, the CSR and sustainability trends were
still strongly demanded by the consumers.
It is evident that consumer trends and turbulence have increased during the ten years analyzed.
This can partly be due to the financial crises where commodity products such as processes food
and beverage are increasingly price sensitive. But as the technology enabled the consumers and
customers to have more insight into the industry new demands started. The consumers were
empowered and they demanded more individuality and more efforts from the industry when it
comes to the issues around the globe. It is clear that the digital world have made consumers
much more aware of the global issue, therefor demanding the industry to take action.
8.2.2+

Competition intensity

The competition intensity during the Pre-economic instability is characterized by high
competitiveness and high supplier costs in the industry. Hence, the suppliers and the consumers
were in power. As the products are commodity products the consumers are already price
sensitive. In order to cope with these forces CSR were viewed as a competitive advantage. The
vast product range the industry have enabled them to both niche their products and be low-cost.
It was further important to have a communication with the industry in order to put forward the
message. Further, this period was characterized by a complex environment which made it harder
for the industry to cope with the forces.
During the economic instability period, the competition intensity were characterized by the same
forces as earlier, however the global financial issues made consumers even more price sensitive
and supplier costs were viewed as high. The demand for commodity products were lowered and
the competition seemed to have increased. By the end of the economic instability period the
environment was so complex that it was considered to be a “new reality”. The forces of the
industry were perceived as high. The need to to business differently were required in order to
cope with the forces of the market.
By the post-paradigm period the competition intensity where characterized by the “new reality”
and a “new normal”. This meant increased complexity of the market, higher competition but also
a new type of “new competitors” these competitors were the local competitors, much smaller
actors that could meet the consumer local needs and demands. This further required fast market
response. This put more pressure on understanding the consumer demands and needs, this was
achieved with the help of the technology that at that time was available. Making use of this
technology required new creative talent. Hence, recruiting talents were a way to cope with this
new increased competition intensity. Further ways to cope with the increasingly powerful force
of consumers was more marketing and to include them in the production and advertising

process. This enabled the industry to more understand what they demand and more specifically
met the increased individualization demand.
8.2.3+

Technology turbulence

The pre-economic instability focus was not strongly affected by the technological turbulence.
However, there was IT investments in order to increase the internal efficiency. The industry
understood that improving the IT infrastructure was a necessity in the future and found that
technology could deliver new opportunities. These opportunities were mainly concerned with the
increased productivity of the industry.
During the economic instability the technological turbulence was still manly concerned with
internal information that yielded a higher operational efficiency. It was during this period that the
rapid changing external environment became an issue. Understanding the external environment
through the use of technology was crucial and the industry had large IT investments.
It was during the post-paradigm period that the technological turbulence became intense. Further
IT investments were done, mainly for two reasons. Firstly, IT helped process the information
and help with internal decision making. This is strongly connected to what big data enables the
management to do. Secondly the empowered consumers were a turbulence they firstly created
increased consumer power, but later during this period were considered to be opportunities. The
main technological trend externally was the social media. It was what enabled communities to
create and speak out their opinions and needs. Understanding that the consumers had their own
space was crucial for the organization. Hence, technological investment in infrastructure, digital
landscapes, and e-commerce focus enabled it. Social media provided information that could be
processes and used for strategic decision making, and including the consumers into the
production and advertising process was a way to increase productivity but also a way to
understand the consumers local needs and demands making every individual opinion count.
8.2.4+

Hypothesis 2 confirmation or disproval.

Looking back at the first structured categorization matrix regarding what factors the management
perceive as important, there is an increased decentralization focus during post-paradigm period
2012-2014. However, this only concerns Nestlé, where they discuss decentralization as a
competitive advantage in 2 out of 3 annual reports. Further, Nestlé stated during the economic
instability in 2011 that decentralization is important and occurring. Interestingly neither PepsiCo
nor Unilever discuss decentralization as occurring in their organization.
However, all companies focus on the local consumers more during the post-paradigm period.
Hence, delivering more individualized value. This does not mean that production is more
decentralized. Hence, the environment is not forcing the industry to decentralize rather it enables
them to focus on the local consumer with the power of being centralized and leverage on their
size. It is clearly evident that the external environment has increased in complexity and is more
turbulent than during the pre-economic instability period and economic instability period. And
arguable we can state that consumer co-operation is a way to decentralize the production process
and increase creativity and innovation. But as the method chosen for this thesis focus on the
manifest content I can not draw the latent content conclusion that decentralization is occurring.
In conclusion this means that H2 is disproved.

8.3+

Structure categorization matrix 3 analysis

______________________________________________________________________
In order to prove or disprove my third hypothesis the the same approach as the earlier two tests is used. The
individual characteristics of each company is combined in to one. As it is a SWOT analysis of the industry the
strength, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats will all be analyzed in coherent text divided into the time frames
(pre-economic instability period, economic instability period and post-paradigm period).
______________________________________________________________________
In this analysis I aim to find what perception the organizations have had of consumers and
customer’s factors. Here, I intend to analyze the three different periods, pre-economic instability,
economic instability and post paradigm period in order to find out how the perception have
changed. In order to understand if the consumers are considered to be an internal resource,
weakness or an external opportunity or an external threat a SWOT analysis is used as a
categorization matrix. Further, the data has been made sense of in the empirical data, we can
confirm or disprove the following hypothesis:
H3. Increased focus on individualization due to increased customer involvement and
demand. (business strategy).
The industry is during the pre-economic instability period characterized by a different perception
about the external environment, economic weakness, social and environmental instability was
shaping the consumer’s demands. But, environmental opportunity was clearly evident.
Companies had during this period found that CSR and sustainability was factors that were
demanded by the consumers and customers hence their trends and demands were viewed as
external opportunities. One company even found their CSR focus to be a strength due to it being
part of the culture and values of the organization, therefor, embedded into their long-term
strategy. IT efforts that yielded consumer and customer insight information was a factor that was
considered to be an internal strength.
During the economic instability period, evidently, the market was economically, politically and
socially turbulent. Consumers had a low product demand, they were in general price sensitive
when it comes to commodity products, hence, risk averse. Trust from the consumer’s side
seemed to be an issue and considered to be an external weakness of the industry. However,
companies viewed their trust focus as an internal strength in order to cope with the consumers
and customers trust issues.
Later, 2011 was the start of a digital shift. Several consumer characteristics in seemed to have
changed. The consumers became involved in the organizations and enabled companies to engage
in the consumer needs. The vast of differentiation in products the industry could offer were
considered to be a strength and the focus on co-operation was considered to be an internal
strength. Further, being global companies in a technical environment, the industry understood
that consumers had local needs and individualization after the local needs was a natural strength.
The changing needs seemed now to be more of an opportunity then a threat.

It is first, during the post-paradigm period, that the industry truly takes advantage of the
consumer presents on the internet. The period was however still externally characterized by low
consumer trust, and economic, social and political instability which affected the consumers and
customers. The digital revolution truly created a two-way communication between consumers
and the organizations. Social media open up new ways to understand the consumer’s needs,
demands and opinions. Further, the industry started involving the consumers into the production
process both as a way to market themselves and to help with producing products that are more
individualized after the needs of the unique consumers. It is evident that social media created an
opportunity for the consumers to have their voice heard and the industry is interested in what
they have to say. Products are becoming more individualized after the need of every unique
consumer.
Further, mobile technology is creating even more information that the organizations can use to
more precisely understand their consumers needs. Consumer’s are also more aware of the
environmental issues, hence more concerned which creates further emphasize on CSR and
environmental efforts from the industry. Consumers are not just a source of unique information,
or following the theoretical standpoint tacit resource they are even a producer of the product.
They are strongly connected to the business strategy of an organization.
Hence, I can confirm H3. There is an Increased focus on individualization, and it is due to
increased customer involvement and demand. This truly effects the business strategy more then
the theory predicted.

9+

Conclusion

___________________________________________________________________________
In this chapter the conclusion of this paper is presented. The information obtained in this study is briefly explained
and the main take-a-ways are presented.
___________________________________________________________________________
In this paper I show that all four proposed strategies are directly influenced by the technological
shift and their usage of big data processed information. Hence, confirming H1, “Big data have an
impact on all four types of managerial strategic decisions.”. Further, this paper analyzed the
industry between 2005-2014. It is evident that technology created a paradigm in 2011. This
paradigm created a new environment and a new way of doing business. It was a ”new reality” and
”new normal” as quoted in the annual reports.
Further, big data enable companies to include the consumers in the production process and treat
them according to their needs which are much more local and individualized. It is now a two-way
communication and consumers are taking advantage of their space on the web. This creates
opportunities for the companies in the food processing and beverage industry since they can
understand the needs in much more detail, but it also puts them in a position of future
uncertainty in terms of increased individualized demand, and how to cope with the production.
Further, it is clear that the environment is more complex 2014 then it was in 2005. It is much
faster moving, have a higher competition intensity and consumer power can not be handled with
simple marketing. Consumers’ truly need to be a part of the organization and be a co-worker
rather then a passive receiver of products. If they feel excluded, they will stop to care, the
competition is high and the switching costs in this industry is quite low. Hence, proving my H3
conclusion “Increased focus on individualization due to increased customer involvement and
demand.” Big data is clearly affecting the business strategy of the organizations.
I proposed in the theoretical framework that decentralization is occurring, this is partly true, but
not for the total industry. Decentralization of managerial decisions seems to be rather outdated,
the focus is on gathering the total strength centrally of the global industry and having the ability
to meet the local demands. This with the ability to process the vast amount of data and
understanding the needs. Big data processing enables the companies of this industry to be
centralized and at the same time global. By global I mean to meet the local vastly different needs.
Hence, all consumer web based action that concerns the industry is valuable information for the
management in a centralized form. The more information the organizations can obtain the more
accurate the strategic decisions can be made. This further means, that H2, “Decentralization is
occurring due to increasingly unstable external environments” can not be proven. However, it is
clear that the external environment is affecting the corporate strategy, but not in a way as
suggested.
Further, this study show what impact big data have on the different types of strategies in the
food and beverage industry, In this study I found that H1 “Big data have an impact on all four
types of managerial strategic decisions” can be confirmed, The aware consumers further requires
organizational transparency. Consumers care about the social and environmental wellbeing, and
they put pressure on the food processing and beverage industry. CSR is not longer just a
competitive advantage it is a necessity. The investments in analyzing tools are

becoming more important. Transparency is demanded by the consumers and it is further evident
that the stakeholders are demanding more information about the organizations. Comparing the
2005 annual report with one form 2014, the efforts outside what is traditionally considered to be
accounting management is less important. Information on social efforts are much more evident
and the texts are intended to be read by stakeholders and consumers that do care about how the
organization is behaving and what efforts they are taking to take more individualized and more
socially responsible actions. It was even evident that one of the long-term strategies did shift, this
because the more detailed understanding of the internal efficiency and the external market forced
the long-term strategy to be changed.

9.1+

Discussion

The main issues in this paper has been to develop a coherent theoretical framework that is
conceptually valid and usable. The main problem when working with a broad and relatively old
concept like organizational strategic management is that you sooner or later, as a researcher have
to take your position. Many of the thoughts and theories in organizational strategic planning
contradict each other, but still have some characteristics in common. It is therefor challenging to
combine them into one conceptually useful framework that can be useful as a tool to research a
phenomenon. My intentions were, however just to do that. Partly, because I intended to grasp
the idea of organizational strategic management and secondly, see where I as a researcher
position myself in the jungle of strategies.
I intended to use a transparent lens, in theories which already have taken a specific theoretical
stance. Choosing a specific theoretical lens might however, had made the concept more in-line
with the contemporary understanding of organizational strategic management. A example would
be for instance to look at it strategies from a service dominant logic perspective (Vargo & Lusch,
2004, 2008). But here my intentions were to test what can conceptually bring new understanding
of organizational strategic management and the relationship between the different views into a
coherent model.
Furthermore, further contribution could have been made to use statistically valid methods to
analyze the structured content analysis in order to identify patterns, but this is something that is
out of scope of this paper. However, as the content analysis was done with three companies over
a decade, the information was rather manageable to do visually and patterns clearly did emerge.
These trends are evident in todays business environment, but this study further show that it is
true for a perhaps less flexible, more traditionally oriented food and beverage industry. This
industry is usually characterized by strong market focus and one-way communication to the
customer and consumers of the products. But, today, this one-way communication is obsolete.
Companies in the food and beverage industry truly needs to understand their consumers needs
and talk back to them. The consumers voices have a strong impact what the strategic choice of
the organization is going to be. I strongly believe this is the case for the most B2C industries
where the customer base is broad.
The environment have increasingly become turbulent over the decade analyzed. The theory
concluded that the external environment turbulence will make companies more decentralized.
However, the opposite has been proven. Focus is on centralizing all the decision-making and
analyzing the information from the headquarters where decisions are made. But looking at it
from a more holistic perspective consumers are the ones influencing the decisions. If customer
and consumer input is what yields the final strategic decisions the companies are influenced from

a very decentralized perspective. The customers are therefor, becoming co-creators of the
products and of the value created. Further, connections can be made with decentralizing smaller
decisions such suggestions from consumers to meet the local needs, but clearly the strategic
decisions is done in a centralized fashion.
It is easy to get carried away and try to analyze all the concepts that are proposed here. I choose
to test two strategies namely the corporate strategy, to see if it was more decentralized, and the
business strategy, if consumers are becoming co-creators of the products and value. I proved that
all four types of organization strategy are affected by the big data analysis. But not necessary how
much and in what way.
Further research could be conducted to test long-term strategy and competitive strategy in a
more detailed way. I have vaguely show that long-term strategy can shift with the more detailed
understanding of the external and internal environment but further research need to be
conducted. The competitive strategy can be understood to be rather obsolete and with
information processed form big data analytics it is quite impossible to position oneself without
regard to the information of the customers/consumers, hence, the external environment.
Further, positioning is therefor not longer a necessity, the external environments are not the only
factors that need to be considered, rather it is the mix of the internal and external factors that
yields a competitive advantage and the customers are clearly stating what they want.
Looking at competitors it is less interesting. What the main information comes from is the
customers of the organizations. It is them who affects what the company does, how the company
is traditionally positioned and what they are ready to pay, the company are therefor not the ones
who choose the position, it is the customers who choose to position the company.
The scope if this paper intended to deliver conceptual model of business strategy and what role
big data has for these strategies. I believe I succeeded to a extent, but further research could be
done in order to show more precisely where and how much that effect is.
Secondly, I intended to analyze one industry, this industry is unique in a sense that there are few
actors which have a great impact on the purchase behavior of the consumers. The consumers are
more important to understand then the customers, since the customers are just a middle man
offering most of the products. The switching costs are low and the customers have a great deal of
impact. Further, the industry have a great deal of environmental impact which they need to
consider, and evidently the consumers are encouraging the organizations in the industry to take
action, which the organizations are trying to do. It has been a interesting safari through out the
strategic theory, and to get an insight into the food and beverage industry, which in 2014,
compared to 2005, is taking a much more social responsible approach. This tanks to basically
everyone who consumes processed food.
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Nestlé’s annual report (2005) ”Letter to our shareholders” Peter Brabeck-Letmathe Chairman
and CEO
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

Business
Strategy
(internal)

Corporate
Strategy
(external)

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report

Innovation focus

Environmental
instability
focus
Economic
environmental
Instability

(2005)

Internal
communication
focus
Employees focus
Rapid product
launches
Shared service
centers
Outsourcing
focus
Supply-chain
improvement
focus
Operational
efficiency focus
Internal
flexibility focus
Data analysis
focus
Consistent
improvement
focus
Organic growth
focus
Management
focus
Internal values
focus
Internal culture
focus
Shareholder
impact focus
Employees focus

Long-term
Strategy
(internal/externa
l)
Market leader
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Size focus

Consistency focus

Consumer needs
focus

Long-term value
focus
No trend pressure
focus
Long-term growth
focus

Value proposition
focus
Brand focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Consumer needs focus

Competition intensity
High competition
intensity

Technological
turbulence
Technology
opportunities

(2005)

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2005)

Strength
Large customer
base
Sales analysis

Weakness
Quality issues

Opportunity

Threat

Nestlé’s annual report ”Letter to the shareholders” (2006) Peter Brabeck-Letmathe
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2006)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Organic growth
focus
Management
investment focus
Operational
efficiency focus
Internal value
focus
Product
flexibility focus
R&D focus

Innovation focus
Product range
focus
Product launch
speed focus
Quality focus
Modernization
focus
Employee focus
Supply chain
focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Political
instability focus
Economic
instability focus
Governmental
impact focus
Internationalizati
on focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Market leader
focus
Long-term
growth focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Consumer impact
focus
Media impact
focus
Consumer value
focus
Differentiation
strategy focus
Consumer trend
focus
Consumer
communication
focus
Low cost strategy
focus
High quality
strategy focus
Humanitarian
focus
Nisch focus
Supplier focus
Consumer support
focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are viewed as most
important for the
organization?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Consumer trend focus
Consumer value focus

Competition intensity

Technological
Turbulence

Nisch focus
Consumer
communication
Low-cost focus

(2006)

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2006)

Strength
Quality focus

Weakness

Opportunity
Consumer
demand
Consumer trends

Threat
Economic
instability

Nestlé’s annual report ”Letter to the shareholders” (2007) Peter Brabeck-Letmathe
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2007)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Organic growth
focus
Sustainability
improvements
focus
R&D focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Economic
instability focus
Internationalizati
on focus

Long-term
Strategy(inter
nal/external)
Market leader
focus
Shareholder
value focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Consumer insight
focus
Consumer benefit
focus

CSR focus

Consumer value
focus
Long-term
growth focus

Innovation efforts

Operational
efficiency focus
Internal support
focus focus
Employee focus

Low cost strategy
focus
Quality focus
Consumer value
focus
Consumer
demand focus
R&D focus

Innovation focus

CSR focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are viewed as
important by the
organization

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Consumer insight focus
Consumer demand
focus

Competition intensity

Technological
Turbulence

High supplier prices
Consumer value focus

(2007)

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2007)

Strength
Understanding
consumer values
Understanding
consumer demand
Consumer insight

Weakness

Opportunity

Threat
Economic
instability

Nestlé’s annual report ”letter to the shareholders” (2008) Chairman Peter Brabeck-Letmathe,
CEO Paul Bulcke
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2008)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Internal value
focus
Internal
flexibility focus
Management
focus
Clear strategy
focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Economic
instability focus
Business
environment
instability focus
Internationalizati
on focus
Increased
external
flexibility focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
growth focus
Market leader
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Supplier cost
focus
Decreased
consumer demand
focus
Product portfolio
focus
Global presence
focus

R&D focus

Quality focus

Internal culture
focus
Employee focus

R&D focus
Consumer
demand focus
Nisch product
focus
Innovation focus

Innovation focus
Renovation focus
Operational
efficiency focus
Shareholder value
focus

Renovation focus
Product ubiquity
strategy focus
Consumer
communication
Consumer service
focus
Consumer value
focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?
(2008)

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Risk averse consumers
Consumer trend focus

Competition intensity
Supplier costs focus
Price sensitive
consumers
Risk averse consumers
Consumer value focus

Technological
Turbulence
Innovation focus

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2008)

Strength
Understanding
consumer demand
Understanding
consumer values

Weakness

Opportunity
Consumer trust
Unique offers
focus

Threat
Low consumer
demand
Risk averse
consumers
Price sensitive
consumers

Nestlé’s annual report ”letter to the shareholders” (2009) Chairman Peter Brabeck-Letmathe,
CEO Paul Bulcke
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Trust focus
internally

Corporate
behavior focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Economic
instability
focus
Environmental
instability
focus
Governmental
policy focus

Organic growth
focus
Employee focus

Changing
market focus
CSR focus

Consumer needs
focus
Consumer
demand focus

R&D focus

Stakeholder
focus

Consumer
communication
focus
Low consumer
demand focus

Shareholder focus

(2009)

Long-term
Strategy(internal
/external)
Long-term focus

Increased
individual
responsibility
Operational
efficiency focus
Short-term focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Increased
consumer
confidence
High external
trust focus
Brand focus

High supplier cost
focus
High competition
focus
Increased
marketing focus
CSR focus

Entrepreneurial
focus
Clear strategy
focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?
(2009)

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Low consumer trust

Competition intensity
High supplier costs
High competition
Consumer price
sensitivity
Low consumer demand

Technological
Turbulence
Consumer
communication
Innovation efforts

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2009)

Strength
Consumer
confidence

Weakness

Opportunity
Consumer
communication
Consumer needs

Threat
Consumer trust
Low consumer
demand
high price
sensitivity

Nestlé’s annual report ”letter to the shareholders” (2010) Chairman Peter Brabeck-Letmathe,
CEO Paul Bulcke
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2010)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Innovation focus

Operation
efficiency focus
Value-chain
focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Economic
instability
focus
Stakeholder
trust focus
CSR focus

Long-term
Strategy(internal
/external)
Long-term focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Decentralization
focus
Consumer
demand focus
Low consumer
confidence focus

Quality focus

Differentiation
strategy focus

Production
process focus

Consumer
communication
focus

Short-Term focus

Brand Focus

R&D focus

Supplier
enhancement
focus
CSR focus

Production
capacity focus
Shareholder focus

Organic growth
focus
Employee focus
Decentralization
focus

Increased
organizational
transparency
focus
R&D focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?
(2010)

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Low consumer
confidence
Consumer
communication
Consumer demand
focus

Competition intensity
High supplier costs

Technological
Turbulence
Innovation efforts

High price sensitivity
Supplier focus

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2010)

Strength
Consumer
communication

Weakness

Opportunity
Consumer needs

Threat
Consumer
confidence
Price sensitive
consumers

Nestlé’s annual report ”letter to the shareholders” (2011) Chairman Peter Brabeck-Letmathe,
CEO Paul Bulcke
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2011)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Clear strategic
focus

Internal value
focus
Increased
entrepreneurial
focus
Individual
responsibility
focus
Internal
flexibility focus
Short-term focus
First mover
advantage
R&D focus
Co-operation
with local
customers
Technical
training focus
Value-chain
focus
Stockholder focus

Innovation efforts
Organic growth

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Faster
changing
environment
focus
Increased
unpredictabilit
y focus
”New Reality”
focus
Political
instability
focus
Economic
instability
focus
Technological
change focus
Internationaliza
tion focus
New markets
focus
Increased
decentralizatio
n focus
CSR focus
focus
Natural
instability
focus

Long-term
Strategy(internal
/external)
Long-term focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Digital
communication
focus
New consumer
channels focus
increasing amount
of potential
consumers
Increased
decentralization
focus
First mover
advantage focus
Nisch focus
Consumer needs
focus
CSR focus
Consumer focus

Stakeholder focus
CSR recognition
focus
Increased
transparency
focus
New consumer
focus
Consumer
relationship focus
Brand focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?
(2011)

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
”New reality”
New consumer channels
Digital communication
Co-operation with
customers
New consumers

Competition intensity
”New reality”
Fast changing
environment
New markets

Technological
Turbulence
”New reality”
Technological
turbulence
New consumer channels
Digital communication

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2011)

Strength
Consumer focus
CSR recognition
Relationship
focus

Weakness

Opportunity
New Reality
Digital
communication
New consumer
channels
Consumer needs
Consumer nisch
products
Consumer Cooperation
New customers

Threat
Negative media
focus

Nestlé’s annual report ”letter to the shareholders” (2012) Chairman Peter Brabeck-Letmathe,
CEO Paul Bulcke
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2012)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
CSR focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Strong CSR
focus

Organic growth
focus
Employee focus

”New reality”
focus
Internationalizati
on focus

Innovation focus

Fast
environmental
changes focus
Increased
decentralization
focus
Consumer
demand focus

R&D focus

Internationalizati
on focus
Value-chain
focus
Internal
environment
focus
Operational
efficiency focus
Increased
analyzation focus
Disregard shortterm challenges
Increased
decentralization
focus
Entrepreneurial
focus
Value focused
Employee focus
Shareholder
focus
Increased
decentralization
focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Strong longterm
commitment
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Consumer
engagement focus

Consumer
involvement focus
Highly
competitive
environment
focus
Consumer
individuality
focus
Local market
focus
Customer need
focus
Changing
customer focus
Low-cost focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
”New reality”
Change in consumer
needs
Individualization

Competition intensity
”New reality”
Increased competition

Technological
Turbulence
”New reality”

Value-chain focus

(2012)

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2012)

Strength
Local consumer
engagement
Consumer
involvement

Weakness

Opportunity
Consumer
individuality
Consumer nisch
Consumer needs

Threat
Consumer
changes

Nestlé’s annual report ”letter to the shareholders” (2013) Chairman Peter Brabeck-Letmathe,
CEO Paul Bulcke
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2013)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Employee focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Business
environment
turbulence focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Strong consumer
value focus

Organic growth
focus

Legal changes

Market leader
focus

Brand focus

Internal culture
focus

Strong focus on
changing
environment

Increased
importance in
long-term
strategy focus

Increased amount
of potential
consumers

Short term focus

Strong focus on
Internationalizati
on
Increased
business
complexity
Consumer
demand focus

Small change in
long-term
strategy

Individualization
focus

Smart work focus

Operational
efficiency focus
Innovation focus

R&D focus
Production
capacity focus
Shareholder focus
Talent
recruitment focus
Internal culture
focus

Fast adaptability
to market needs
Responsiveness
towards market
demand
Increased
competitiveness
focus
Size focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Individualization

Competition intensity

Technological
Turbulence

High competition
Increased market
complexity

(2013)

Structured categorization matrix 2
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2013)

Strength
Consumer needs
focus
Product
individualization

Weakness

Opportunity
Increased amount
of consumers

Threat

Nestlé’s annual report ”letter to the shareholders” (2014) Chairman Peter Brabeck-Letmathe,
CEO Paul Bulcke
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2014)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Short-term focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Market
uncertainty focus

Organic growth
focus

Economic
instability focus

Innovation focus

Political
instability focus
Decentralization
focus
Increased market
complexity focus

Market
broadening focus
Consumer
involvement focus
Consumer needs
focus

Operational
efficiency focus
Global
standardization
focus

Strong CSR
focus
Internationalizati
on focus

Transparency
focus
Stakeholder focus

Employment
focus
Consumer
involvement
focus

Legal changes

Renovation focus
R&D focus

Consumer
demand focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Strong longterm strategy
commitment
focus
Market leader
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Low customer
demand focus

Increased
marketing focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Individualization

Competition intensity

Technological
Turbulence

Increased competition

(2014)

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2014)

Strength
Consumer needs
focus

Consumer
involvement
Individualization
efforts

Weakness

Opportunity
Increasing
amount of
potential
consumers

Threat

Unilever’s annual report ”Group Chief Executive” (2005) Group Chief Executive Patrick
Cescau
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2005)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Clear strategy
view

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Internationalizati
on focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Competitiveness
focus

Employee focus

Value creation

Innovation focus

Growth focus

R&D focus

Strong marketing
focus

Business
standardization
focus

New market focus

Growth focus

Brand focus
Customer
relationship focus
Size focus
Consumer value
focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends

What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Competition intensity

Technological
Turbulence

High competitiveness

(2005)

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2005)

Strength
Consumer value
focus
Customer
relationship focus

Weakness

Opportunity

Threat

Unilever’s annual report ” Group Chief Executive” (2006) Group Chief Executive Patrick
Cescau
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2006)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Shareholder focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Internationalizati
on focus

Growth focus

CSR focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Strong Longterm focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Competitiveness
focus
Growth focus

Operational
efficiency focus

Internationalizatio
n focus

Shifting short
term strategy

Stakeholder focus

Innovation focus

Supplier costs
focus

R&D focus

Consumer trend
focus
Brand focus
CSR focus
Size focus
Marketing focus
Customer
relationship focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Consumer trends

Competition intensity
High competition

CSR focus

Supplier costs

Technological
Turbulence

(2006)

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2006)

Strength
Customer
management
focus

Weakness

Opportunity
CSR focus

Consumer trends

Threat

Unilever’s annual report ”Group Chief Executive” (2007) Group Chief Executive Patrick
Cescau
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2007)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Growth focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Decentralization
focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Supplier costs
focus

Innovation focus

CSR focus

Market leader
focus

Brand focus

Business
structure focus

Environmental
focus

Sustainability
focus

Local consumer
focus

Internal cooperation focus

Marketing focus

R&D focus

Customer
relationship focus

Strong
technology focus

Supplier focus

Flexibility focus

CSR focus

Employee focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
CSR focus

Competition intensity
High supplier costs

Technological
Turbulence
Strong technology focus

Local consumer focus

(2007)

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2007)

Strength
Local consumers

Weakness

Opportunity
CSR focus
Environmental
focus

Threat

Unilever’s annual report ”Chief Executive Officer’s review” (2008) CEO Paul Polman
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Employee focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Economic
instability focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Brand focus

Supply chain
focus

Rapid changing
environment
focus

Sustainability
focus

Competitiveness
focus

Operational
efficiency focus

CSR focus

Supplier cost
focus

Internal cooperation focus

Sustainability
focus

Consumer
demand focus

Growth focus

Environmental
focus

CSR focus

Flexibility focus

Internationalizati
on focus

CSR recognition
focus

(2008)

Operational
efficiency focus
Trust focus
Sustainability
focus
Innovation focus
Internationalizati
on focus
Internal culture
focus
Individual
accountability
focus

High consumer
needs

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?
(2008)

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Environmental focus
CSR focus

Competition intensity
High competition

Technological
Turbulence

Rapid changing
environment focus

Consumer price
sensitivity

Sustainability focus
Environmental focus

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2008)

Strength
Consumer
demand
CSR focus

Weakness

Opportunity
Environmental
focus
Consumer needs
focus

Threat
Consumer price
sensitivity

Unilever’s annual report ”Chief Executive Officer’s review” (2009) CEO Paul Polman
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2009)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Short term focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Economic
instability focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long term focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Brand focus

R&D focus

Sustainability
focus

Sustainability
focus

Shareholder focus

Employee focus

CSR focus

Strong advertising
focus

Growth focus

Competitiveness
focus

Innovation focus

Size focus

Operational
efficiency

External
communication
focus

Product launch
speed focus

Customer service
focus

Individual
responsibility
focus

Consumer service
focus

Internal trust
focus

CSR focus

Supply chain
focus
IT focus
Internal
information focus
CSR focus
Quality focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends

What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Competition intensity
High competition
intensity
CSR focus

Technological
Turbulence
IT focus
Internal information
focus

Consumer price
sensitivity

(2009)

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2009)

Strength
CSR focus
Consumer
communication
Consumer service
focus
Customer service
focus

Weakness

Opportunity

Threat
Price sensitivity

Unilever’s annual report ”Chief Executive Officer’s review” (2010) CEO Paul Polman
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2010)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Short-term focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Political
instability focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Brand focus

Strong employee
focus

Economical
instability focus

Sustainability
focus

Sustainability
focus

Strong innovation
focus

CSR focus

CSR focus

R&D focus

Consumer
demand focus

CSR focus

Size focus

Value chain focus

Low consumer
demand focus

Short term focus
Size focus
Growth focus
Quality focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Low consumer demand

Competition intensity

Technological
Turbulence

High competitiveness
CSR focus
Consumer price
sensitivity

(2010)

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2010)

Strength
CSR focus

Weakness

Opportunity

Threat
Price sensitive
consumers

Unilever’s annual report ”Chief Executive Officer’s review” (2011) CEO Paul Polman
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Sustainability
focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Sustainability
focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Sustainability
focus

Growth focus

Economical
instability focus

Sustainability
focus

High
competitiveness
focus

Short-term focus

Environmental
instability

Price sensitive
consumer focus

Quality focus

Political
instability

Low consumer
demand focus

Internal value
focus

CSR focus

High supplier cost
focus

CSR efforts

Consumer
demand focus

Advertising focus

(2011)

Supply chain
focus
Innovation focus
Shareholder focus

CSR efforts

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
CSR focus
Low consumer demand

Competition intensity

Technological
Turbulence

High competitiveness
focus
Environmental instability
High supplier cost focus

(2011)

CSR Focus
Price sensitive consumer
focus

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2011)

Strength
CSR focus

Weakness

Opportunity

Threat
Economical
instability
Environmental
instability
Political
instability
Price sensitivity

Unilever’s annual report ”Chief Executive Officer’s review” (2012) CEO Paul Polman
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report?

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Strong CSR focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Economic
instability focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Strong CSR focus

Growth focus

Environmental
instability focus

Market-leader
focus

Competitive
environment

Innovation focus

Social
environmental
instability

Consumer trust
focus

Shareholder focus

Strong CSR
focus

Supplier focus

Employee focus

Sustainability
focus

Brand focus

Social media
focus

Consumer
involvement
focus

Partnership focus

(2012)

Value chain focus

Size focus
Social media
focus
Consumer trust

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Social media focus
Consumer trust

Competition intensity
High competitive
environment
Supplier focus

Technological
Turbulence
Social media focus

Partnership focus

(2012)

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2012)

Strength
Social media
focus
CSR focus

Weakness

Opportunity

Threat
Consumer trust

Unilever’s annual report ”Chief Executive Officer’s review” (2013) CEO Paul Polman
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report?
(2013)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Sustainability
focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Environmental
instability focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Sustainability
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Sustainability
focus

Innovation focus

Economical
instability focus

Long-term
focus

Low-price focus

Employee focus

Social
environmental
instability

Advertising focus

Operational
efficiency focus

Environmental
complexity focus

Stakeholder focus

Strong IT focus

Sustainability

Partnership focus

R&D focus

Consumer
engagement
focus

Strong consumer
engagement focus

Fast product
launch focus
Supply chain
focus
Shareholder focus
Partnership focus
Social media
focus
Talent focus
Growth focus
Consumer
engagement

Consumer
engagement

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Social media focus
Consumer engagement

Competition intensity
Complexity focus
Partnership focus

Technological
Turbulence
IT investment
Consumer engagement
focus

(2013)

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2013)

Strength
Social media
focus
Strong consumer
engagement focus
Customer
engagement focus

Weakness

Opportunity

Threat

Unilever’s annual report ”Chief Executive Officer’s review” (2014) CEO Paul Polman
Structured categorization matrix 1
Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report?

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Growth focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Economical
instability focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Strong CSR
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
High
competitiveness
focus

Strong CSR focus

Political
instability

Long-term
focus

Strong CSR focus

Product launch
speed focus

Social
environmental
instability

Stakeholder focus

Gender equality
focus

Strong CSR
focus

Strong
sustainability
focus

Strong
sustainability
focus

Environmental
complexity focus

Low consumer
demand

Value chain focus

Gender equality
focus

Market respond
speed focus

Strong employee
focus

Strong
sustainability
focus

Stakeholder focus

(2014)

Strong social
media focus

Strong social
media focus
Consumer needs
focus
Local competition
focus
Global
competition focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Consumer needs focus
Strong social media
focus

(2014)

Competition intensity
Talent focus
Local competition focus

Technological
Turbulence
Strong social media
focus
Talent focus

Global competition focus
Slow market respond
speed

Structured categorization matrix 3
SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2014)

Strength
Consumer needs
focus
Social media
presents

Weakness

Opportunity

Threat
Low consumer
demand

PepsiCo’s annual report (2005) ”Dear shareholders” Steve Reinemund Chairman and CEO
Structured categorization matrix 1

Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2005)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Strong Innovation
focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Internationalizati
on focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Brand focus

Organic growth
focus

Environment
instability

CSR focus

Consumer
demand focus

Shareholder focus

Sustainability
focus (corp)

Customer demand
focus

Internal
efficiency focus

CSR focus

Marketing focus

Recruitment
focus

Consumer insight
data collection
focus

Internal IT
infrastructure
focus

Customer insight
data collection
focus

Workforce
diversity focus

Pricing focus

Individual
responsibility
focus

Internet
awareness focus

Supply chain
focus

Structured categorization matrix 2

External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Consumer demand

Competition intensity
Supply chain

Customer demand

Pricing focus

(2005)

Technological
Turbulence
Consumer insight data
collection focus
Customer insight data
collection focus
Internal IT infrastructure
focus
Internet awareness focus

Structured categorization matrix 3

SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?

Strength
Consumer
demand focus

(2005)

Consumer insight
data collection
focus

Customer demand
focus

Customer insight
data collection
focus

Weakness

Opportunity
CSR focus

Threat

PepsiCo’s annual report (2006) ”Dear shareholders” Steve Reinemund, Chairman and Indra
Nooyi Chairman and CEO
Structured categorization matrix 1

Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2006)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Internal culture
focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Internationalizati
on focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Brand focus

Growth focus

Sustainability
focus

CSR focus

Consumer
demand focus

Operational
efficiency focus

Social
environment
instability focus

Quality focus

Consumer
behavior focus

Quality focus

Increased
competition

Employee focus
Quality focus
Talent focus
Value focus

Structured categorization matrix 2

External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Consumer behavior
focus

Competition intensity

Technological
Turbulence

High competition

Consumer demand
focus

(2006)

Structured categorization matrix 3

SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2006)

Strength
Consumer
demand focus

Weakness

Opportunity
Consumer
behavior focus

Threat

PepsiCo’s annual report (2007) ”Dear shareholders”Indra Nooyi Chairman and CEO
Structured categorization matrix 1

Strategies
What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2007)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Employee focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Economical
instability

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Brand focus

Short-term focus

Environmental
complexity focus

CSR focus

Product focus

R&D focus

Social
environmental
focus

Innovation focus

Environment
instability focus

Technology focus

CSR focus

IT capabilities
focus
Product focus
CSR focus
Technology focus
Talent focus
Workforce
diversity focus

Consumer
demand focus

Structured categorization matrix 2

External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Consumer demand
focus

Competition intensity
Environmental
complexity focus

Technological
Turbulence
Technology focus
IT capabilities focus

(2007)

Structured categorization matrix 3

SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2007)

Strength
Positive media
focus
Consumer focus

Weakness

Opportunity

Threat
Economic
instability focus

PepsiCo’s annual report (2008) ”Dear shareholders”Indra Nooyi Chairman and CEO
Structured categorization matrix 1

Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2008)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Growth focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Strong
sustainability
focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Strong longterm focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Strong
sustainability
focus

Strong
sustainability
focus

CSR focus

CSR focus

Supplier cost
focus

CSR focus

Economic
instability focus

Brand focus

Innovation focus

Environmental
instability

Internet focus

Consumer
demand focus

Social
environmental
instability

Consumer
demand focus

R&D focus

Environmental
complexity focus

Value chain focus

Internationalizati
on focus

Culture focus

Faster changing
environment

Strong talent
focus

Consumer
demand focus

Management
focus

Structured categorization matrix 2

External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Strong sustainability
focus
Consumer demand
focus

Competition intensity
Supplier cost focus

Technological
Turbulence
Faster changing
environment

Environmental
complexity focus

(2008)

Structured categorization matrix 3

SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2008)

Strength
Strong
sustainability
focus
Consumer
demand focus

Weakness

Opportunity

Threat
Economical
instability focus
Social
environmental
instability
Environmental
instability

PepsiCo’s annual report (2009) ”Dear Fellow Shareholders”Indra Nooyi Chairman and CEO
Structured categorization matrix 1

Strategies
What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2009)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Supply cost focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Economic
instability focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Consumer
demand focus

Strong employee
focus

Strong CSR
focus

CSR focus

Strong CSR focus

Strong
sustainability
focus

Consumer
demand focus

Strong CSR focus

Responsibility
focus

Consumer
demand focus

Internationalizati
on focus

Value-chain
focus

Trust focus

Employee
diversity focus
Strong talent
focus
Innovation focus
R&D focus
Short-term focus
Growth focus
Management
focus
Trust focus

Marketing focus

Structured categorization matrix 2

External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Strong CSR focus

Competition intensity

Technological
Turbulence

Strong CSR focus

Consumer demand
focus
Trust focus

(2009)

Structured categorization matrix 3

SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2009)

Strength
Strong CSR focus
Marketing focus
Consumer
demand focus
Trust focus

Weakness

Opportunity

Threat
Economic
instability focus

PepsiCo’s annual report (2010) ”Dear Fellow Shareholders”Indra Nooyi Chairman and CEO
Structured categorization matrix 1

Strategies
What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2010)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
R&D focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Economical
instability focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Brand focus

Strong employee
focus

Industrialization
focus

Strong CSR
focus

Nisch focus

Strong
sustainability
focus

Strong
sustainability
focus

Technology focus

Shareholder focus

Strong CSR
focus

Strong
sustainability
focus

Short-term focus

Consumer
demand focus

Strong CSR focus

Strong CSR focus

Increased
environmental
change focus

Consumer
demand focus

Strong talent
focus

Local consumer
demand focus

Decentralization

Customer demand
focus

Structured categorization matrix 2
External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?
(2010)

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Customer demand focus

Competition intensity
Nisch focus

Technological
Turbulence
Technology focus

Strong sustainability
focus
Strong CSR focus
Local consumer demand
focus

Structured categorization matrix 3

SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2010)

Strength
Nisch focus
Strong
sustainability
focus
Strong CSR focus
Consumer
demand focus
Local consumer
demand
Customer demand
focus

Weakness

Opportunity

Threat
Economical
instability focus

PepsiCo’s annual report (2011) ”Dear Fellow Shareholders”Indra Nooyi Chairman and CEO
Structured categorization matrix 1

Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Shareholder focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Fast changing
environment
focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Strong longterm strategy

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Strong consumer
demand change
focus

R&D focus

Internationalizati
on focus

Strong CSR
focus

Competition focus

Operational
efficiency focus

Economical
instability focus

Strong brand
focus

Innovation focus

Positive Social
economical focus

Strong market
trend focus

Supply chain
focus

Political
environment
instability focus

Strong consumer
trend focus

Internal growth
focus

Environmental
instability focus

Local consumer
demand focus

Strong Employee
focus

Sustainability
focus

Strong CSR focus

Strong CSR focus

Strong CSR
focus

Marketing focus

(2011)

Structured categorization matrix 2

External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?
(2011)

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Strong consumer
demand change
Social economical focus
Strong consumer trend
focus
Local consumer demand
focus
Strong CSR focus

Competition intensity
High competition focus
Strong CSR focus

Technological
Turbulence

Structured categorization matrix 3

SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2011)

Strength
Local consumer
demand focus
Strong consumer
trend focus
Strong CSR focus
Strong market
trend focus

Weakness

Opportunity
Strong consumer
demand change

Threat
Political
environment
instability focus

Positive social
economical
change

Environmental
instability focus

PepsiCo’s annual report (2012) ”Dear Fellow Shareholders”Indra Nooyi Chairman and CEO
Structured categorization matrix 1

Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Innovation focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Internationalizati
on focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Strong brand
focus

Organic growth

Strong market
environmental
change focus

CSR focus

Innovation focus

Operational
efficiency focus

Strong
environmental
change focus

Strong consumer
demand focus

Supplier cost
focus

Environmental
trend focus

Consumer change
focus

Product quality
focus

Strong CSR
focus

Online retailing
focus

(2012)

Strong CSR focus

Strong social
media focus

Talent focus

Digital Consumer
power focus

Centralization
information focus

Local consumer
trend focus

Global consumer
database focus

Strong social
media focus

Strong consumer
behavior focus

Consumer product
co-creation focus

internal culture
focus

Consumer
advertising cocreation focus

R&D focus

”New consumer”
focus

Strong Innovation
focus

High
competitiveness
focus

Supply chain
focus

”New
competitors”
focus

Strong internal IT
focus

Strong marketing
focus

IT for decision
making focus

Consumer
respond focus

Internal measure
focus

Consumer growth
focus

Employee
diversity focus

Strong marketing

focus
Shareholder focus

Strong consumer
behavior focus
Customer
relationship focus
Consumer
engagement focus
External
management
focus
Recognition focus

Structured categorization matrix 2

External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?
(2012)

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Strong consumer
demand focus

Competition intensity
”New competitors” focus

Technological
Turbulence
Consumer product cocreation focus

Consumer change focus

High competitiveness
focus

Consumer advertising
co-creation focus

Online retailing focus

Strong marketing focus

Digital consumer power
focus

Strong social media
presents focus

Supply chain focus

Centralization
information focus

Digital consumer power
focus

Strong internal IT focus

Local consumer trend
focus

IT for decision making
focus

Strong consumer
behavior focus

Internal measure focus

Consumer product cocreation focus

External management
focus

Consumer advertising
co-creation focus

Global consumer
database focus

”New consumer” focus
Consumer demand
respond focus
Consumer growth focus
Consumer engagement
focus

Structured categorization matrix 3

SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2012)

Strength
Strong consumer
demand focus

Weakness

Opportunity
Consumer change
focus

Strong social
media focus

Consumer
engagement focus

Local trend focus

Digital consumer
power focus

Consumer
respond focus

Consumer
product cocreation focus

Global consumer
database focus

Consumer growth
focus

Customer
relationship focus

Consumer
advertising cocreation focus

Online retailing
focus

”New consumer”
focus

Strong consumer
behavior focus

Threat
Strong market
environmental
change focus

PepsiCo’s annual report (2013) ”Dear Fellow Shareholders”Indra Nooyi Chairman and CEO
Structured categorization matrix 1

Strategies

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2013)

Business
Strategy
(internal)
Strong employee
focus

Corporate
Strategy
(external)
Internationalizati
on focus

Long-term
Strategy(intern
al/external)
Long-term
focus

Competitive
Strategy
(External)
Strong brand
focus

Short-term focus

Economic
instability focus

Strong CSR
focus

Marketing focus

Strong innovation
focus

Market trend
focus

Strong market
trend focus

Strong R&D
focus

Political
instability focus

Mobile
technology to
meet customer
demand focus

Mobile
technology to
meet customer
demand focus

Fast changing
market
environments

Strong CSR focus

Strong talent
focus

Social instability
focus

Strong local
consumer demand
focus

Shareholder focus

Strong
environmental
instability focus

Strong consumer
demand focus

Very strong
digital technology
focus

”New normal”
focus

High competition
focus

Digital tools
focus

Strong CSR
focus

Consumer insight
focus

Digital landscape
focus

Consumer
influence focus

Digital analytics
focus

Strong customer
demand focus

Digital consumer
behavior focus

Strong CSR focus

Digital security
focus
Supply chain
focus
Operational
efficiency focus
Internal culture
focus
Management
focus
Consumer insight

focus
Strong CSR focus

Structured categorization matrix 2

External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?
(2013)

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Mobile technology to
meet customer demand
focus

Competition intensity
Strong market trend
focus

Technological
Turbulence
Very strong digital
technology focus

Strong local consumer
demand focus

High competition focus

Digital tools focus

High consumer demand
focus

Supply chain focus

Digital landscape focus

Social instability focus

”New normal” focus

Digital analytics focus

Consumer insight focus

Digital consumer
behavior focus

Consumer influence
focus

Digital security focus

Strong customer
demand focus

Consumer insight focus

Strong CSR focus

Consumer influence
focus

Structured categorization matrix 3

SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?

Strength
Marketing focus

(2013)

Mobile
technology to
meet customer
demand focus

Strong market
trend focus

Weakness
Economic
instability

Opportunity
Market trend
focus
Digital consumer
behavior focus

Strong local
consumer demand
focus

Consumer
influence focus

High consumer
demand focus

Strong customer
demand focus

Consumer insight
focus
Strong CSR focus

Threat

PepsiCo’s annual report (2014) ”Dear Fellow Shareholders”Indra Nooyi Chairman and CEO
Structured categorization matrix 1

What strategic focus
is presented by the
management in the
annual report
(2014)

Consumer
adaptability focus

Social
environmental
change focus

Long-term
focus

Consumer
adaptability focus

Strong R&D
focus

Internationalizati
on focus

Strong CSR
focus

Customer demand
focus

Strong talent
focus

Strong CSR
focus

Strong consumer
demand focus

Employee
diversity focus

Digital
environmental
change focus

High
competitiveness
focus

Increased
information
centralization
focus

Consumer
demand change
focus

High local
consumer needs
focus

Corporate size
focus

Economic
instability focus

Recognition focus

Innovation focus

Social
environmental
change focus

Strong CSR focus

Design driven
innovation focus

Corporate
transparency
focus

Consumer
demand change
focus

Organic growth

E-commerce
focus

Strong CSR focus

Digital social
media focus

Digital consumer
engagement focus

Mobile
technology focus

Agile digital
marketing focus

Digital marketing
focus

Digital two-way
consumer
communication
focus

Digital consumer
engagement focus

Consumer
product cocreation focus

Agile digital
marketing focus

Management
focus

Digital two-way
consumer
communication
focus

Digital ecosystem focus

Consumer
advertising cocreation focus

Consumer product
co-creation focus
Brand focus

Structured categorization matrix 2

External Forces
What external factors
are considered to be
the most important
by the management?
(2014)

Consumer/Customer
Turbulence/Trends
Consumer adaptability
focus

Competition intensity

Technological
Turbulence
Increased information
centralization focus

High competitiveness
focus

Customer demand focus

Strong CSR focus

Design driven innovation
focus

Strong consumer
demand focus

Agile digital marketing
focus

Digital environmental
change focus

High local consumer
needs focus

Consumer advertising
co-creation focus

E-commerce focus

Consumer demand
change focus

Digital social media
focus

Social environmental
change focus

Mobile technology focus

Digital social media
focus

Digital marketing focus

Digital marketing focus

Digital consumer
engagement focus

Digital consumer
engagement focus

Digital two-way
consumer
communication focus

Digital two-way
consumer
communication focus

Consumer product cocreation focus

Consumer product cocreation focus

Agile digital marketing
focus

Consumer advertising
co-creation focus

Consumer advertising
co-creation focus
Digital eco-system focus

Structured categorization matrix 3

SWOT
How do the
organization view the
consumer/customer
related factors?
(2014)

Strength
Consumer
adaptability focus

Opportunity
Consumer
demand change
focus

Threat
Social
environmental
change focus

Customer demand
focus

E-commerce
focus

Economic
instability focus

Strong consumer
demand focus

Social
environmental
change focus

High local
consumer needs
focus

Mobile
technology focus

Recognition focus
Strong CSR focus
Digital social
media focus
Digital consumer
engagement focus
Digital two-way
consumer
communication
focus
Consumer
product cocreation focus
Consumer
advertising cocreation focus

Weakness

